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This is the second book authored by the Mancharians, who are a galactic society from the
16th dimension.
While the first book was presented in a question and answer format, wherein the answers
were obtained in an altered state of consciousness, this volume was received through dictation
in full consciousness, which can be correctly called "verbatim telepathy." Hence no portion of
the text presented contains words from either the editor or prophetess.
The issue under discussion here pertains, of course, to humanity's need for restructured
thinking and the raising of an awareness level for the purpose of heeding intergalactic counsel.
Speaking of humanity's global safety, it is only our brothers in space, who have the knowhow and experience in planetary renewal and evacuationary procedures for entire populations
of planets. However, if our Brotherhood's challenge with Earthbound humanity was merely one
of population evacuation onto their ships, then the task of such temporary population transfer
could be considered "a piece of cake," so to speak.
The complicating factor here for mutually safe evacuationary procedures is man's lack of
understanding of our Cosmic Brotherhood's role in guiding Earth's planetary reform; man's fear
of the unknown; man's preoccupation with "bread-and-butter-issues" of life; man's religious
preoccupations; man's government initiated hostility toward extraterrestrial life forms, and not in
the least man's persistence in the adherence to a "darkened" lifestyle, such as plain
wickedness.
This volume of otherworldly wisdom and counsel given in love will, if heeded, set humanity
"back on track," and will also provide the individual with an opportunity to become spiritually
aligned with the Brotherhood of Light as well as sufficiently enlightened for successful
participation in our Brethren's rescue operation of tomorrow, physically as well as spiritually
speaking.
THE EDITOR
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authored by the
MANCHARIANS

Saturday, 8th July 1995

10:03pm

The symposium of Nostradamus is a classic in its series. The tenure of some of the most
complex design are nonetheless of a complementary nature of all life habits in the overall
context of obscure atrocities.

BETWEEN THE STARS
Good evening, readers. This is we, the Mancharians. We have come to obligate down to
you in simple truth the overlay of the national consensus to date of the living realm of the Earth
market. We are simply performing another duty for the information of your people, and are
happy to be of assistance for the rejoining of all capricious intent into the realm of fifthdimensional placing. To the inhabitants of the Earthen plane we, the Mancharians, do say to the
each one of you, that in order to assist you fully into the completion of your twentieth century
age, and again into the conjunction of fifth-dimensional strategy, we will succeed in placing
within the contents of these pages all the necessary equivalents of tie-down procedures, which
you may experience at this time into retinues of accomplished works.
We are the Mancharians, and we have come to perform a duty unto you, the Earthen
people, and it is with firm belief that our succession into eventide will lie with the intent of
foreclosure upon the twentieth century era. This further symposium of works for your benefit will
not collide with works of other sorts with Brotherhood instruction, but rather will serve to
introduce to you the complete manual for instructional purposes for alleviating the consensus of
your people due to your concept of utter devastation upon your way of life.
We have not manufactured an essence of distinct retinue toward the growing need for self
salvation or that of self sacrifice, but indeed do subject this work to the utter protection of your
people throughout the nebulas of distinct betterment of your people. We have succeeded
throughout generations of congregating personalities that wild truth forum, which has often, time
and time again, been brought down throughout the wilds of reform through century after
century. Though this has come through many forms and contents century after century, this is
indeed the format that at this time we, the Mancharians, have chosen to develop for you, the
people of the Earthen plateau.
It is time now to instruct you, the people of Earth, of the correct mind set, or rather
understanding, you must acquire in order to segregate yourselves from those of your closest
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brethren, in order to better prepare yourselves for lift-off, and in order to get our point through to
those of you, who so well equip yourselves within the realm of the two pointed star, we have
subjected to keep to ourselves that distance, which occurs between the night stars and the
daytime recesses of time. And this, of course, being in much of a parable as you need for the
stretching of your mind waves.
We offer to you a gracious accommodation of truth values of which you must not find
yourselves sifting through much, as you would find a weaver sifting through the fibres for the
perfection of a better quality of sackcloth. Do you here get our point? Extraction is of a nature
next to none if understood in a texture of patterns so beautifully woven throughout the
dimensions of nature into a most intricate and beautifully completed substance of substantiated
truth form. Instead, do you people of the Earthen plateau prove yourselves to be of the
worthiness of deserving extraction from extinction by relaying truth of all aberrations into a
format for thineselves into an accompanying accomplice of motivation intact for the sole
purpose of performing with indictment, you, yourselves, of the Brotherhood or Sisterhood
quality?
This format to follow will be manufactured of the most simplistic, but most developed format
to date. It will be manuscripted into completion by our third of our chosen for this task, and will
from this day forth be brought into completion for the sakes of all, who at this time reside upon
the third dimensional Earthen plateau.
We are the Mancharians, and we honour you with our dictational quality. We are pleased
once again to perform into completion this work of great worth and are once again pleased to
announce, that once this work is indeed completed, we will perform even once again for within
our service structure to you Ones even another more or less profound work, not to be waylaid
nor obliterated by those with more or less little understanding if any at all. Here we do not mean
to be disrespectful, but in accordance with all Universal Law have decided to accomplish,
without the helpmeet of the many instructional Masters, your side of the "development
quadrant" those facilities, which will abide quite nicely within the radical reform of all planetary
ties to your own lovely planet Earth.
For now we prefer to begin the book. So we, the Mancharians, will definitely select all titles
and chapter headings, for we have come once again to perform a duty to you, the people of
planet Earth. For you take so long, and the time is growing shorter by midday for you, and you
must take time to achieve for yourselves that hydrant of understanding, for among the "stars"
there are many who wish to accompany the each of you people, who have so adequately
prepared yourselves within the constrainment of society, to quietly achieve the rights to selfproclaiment of developed societies so greater than the one you so uncomfortably reside in as of
today.
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Begin please, scribe, and accomplish this work as in a transcript for the benefit of your
people, who wish to serve themselves with the best and most profound documentation to date
on this subject.

CHAPTER ONE
THE CONSENSUS OF THE 90's OF PLANET EARTH
We introduce ourselves as the Mancharians. We have gladly come to perform for your
people "The Consensus of the 90's of Planet Earth," and here we do not talk about tax reforms,
for we are the Mancharians and do not in any way intend to enter into any debate relating to
consensus of any governmental retinue. Understood?
We reiterate those words of Nostradamus, of whom we have sent as a placebo, or in your
terminology as a "forerunner of news," of which many of you people of the planet Earth still
have little or no knowledge. With regards to understanding of this epic given unto him, and here
we speak of Nostradamus himself, you unfortunately have given into his presence or essence
no knowledge or understanding at all. Unfortunate for you, for it is a work incomparable to any
at that period of time. So, for the benefit of the entire human race, who, if at any time subjected
itself into actually finding the bare truth of anything, we will subject ourself from time to time for
your benefit to recap off and on all those relating quotations or topics for your deeper
understanding. Understand? This is from us to you for your own benefit.
We are the Mancharians, and night is as day to us, for we have no medium in which to
spare the hours away as you do of planet Earth. (All recording devices will be meted inactive
while translation is in effect - as a note to the Editor). We will cease our activities for the day.
We are the Mancharians, and we have been pleased to be of service to you, the people of
planet Earth. Transmission ended.

Friday, 14th July 1995

11:58am
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Good morning! This is we Ones of the Mancharian faction. We have come to enlist all of you
from the planet Earth with a nebulous of information. We are the caretakers of all consensus of
galaxy memorandum and we strive herewith to bring to all of you interdimensional beings the
most elaborate truthbearing facts ever known or realized by mankind in his decade. We entrust
unto each of you, who read our most magnificent words of truth, the endowing effort on your
part to survive the mainstream of equinoxal reform of your beautiful planet Earth.
We are the Mancharians, and we have come to you in order to elaborate upon the truths of
the Universal Laws and principles applying within the consensus of all galactic understanding
and nuances. Good day!
Scribe, let us proceed in like fashion, for we are the Mancharians and we too have come
with a likeminded duty to perform. We must prepare the world's civilization for the next
cataclysmic affair. The galaxy is watching and waiting and has been for the last furlough of
decades, for this most meaningful arrival of our lower craft brothers intended to shift the state of
affairs into the twilight of reform.
Begin, scribe, with the transmissions under new chapter heading "Reform or Bust."
Concluded, epic one.

CHAPTER TWO
REFORM OR BUST
Herewith we proclaim to all listening ears, that the major shift acquired is well within our
dimensional realm of both, Jupiter as well as Pluto. Afar off? Well, strictly speaking it is in
conjuncture with the protoplasmic occurrences, which seem to facilitate the gravitational plate
far below the surface of your galactic face. This is a proclamation of which is well known by
those, who have survived such shifting of their worlds. This is propagated by the Endendrians of
the Earth's surface and the work done to it by the fallacy of mankind's negative adjustment of
chemicals, as well as properties of influence, such as maladjustment of the tectonic placebos,
or rather understood in your language, as plates.
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Many other civilizations of far or recent past have languished as they watched their worldly
attire drift farther and farther away from their vanquished serenity of lifetime affairs and have
possessed a reasoning, to which they forever will prove themselves well equipped to handle
any flux of detrimental Earthen shifting elsewhere.
Take Jupiter for instance with its radium alarm when the meteorites landed groupings: It was
not hit hard with just one or two meteorites, indeed, it had subjected itself to the conquering of
the cranium, so to speak, of the entire populace southwest to southeast of the equatorial point
of relativity. Understand? It was not relative to an Earthen atmosphere, which is quite dense in
its attire, but rather of a chemical interference in atmospheric density, which rather surfaces
from time to time in order to bring about the massive destructive qualities of nuclear reactors,
thus enhancing the distance of rebounding meteorites into a categorical confine of weight vs
mass. The distance at large suffices to downdrop the weight of meteoric mass vs distance,
thereby proclaiming its velocity into characteristics of land mass extraditing weight factor
nebulous 4.7189.00 in weight loss. This is rather seventh dimensional theory for the record, but
in an effort to restrict our minds within all dimensions for accurate understanding, we do from
time to time accord ourselves with a restraint with far more significance to the work sheets of
your scientists than is ofttimes permitted. In any case, we have duly signified to you Ones of the
Earthen plane, that any less significant restructuring of the galaxy would indeed serve to waver
the outer influences of the ultra bearing of the whole epic of universal tide in relating to the
boomerang of the equinox, which you are facing at this particular time in your age.
It is necessary then for you to understand, that as we prod forth in order to proclaim to you
all the truth bearing factors, of which are well documented in your group studies thus far, then
will the ball hit the fan to set it upon its axis aspinning. Jupiter has long since made the
transition, and Pluto with its water bearer instinct has also long journeyed far past its point of no
return to the previous instinctive lifestyle of its "patrons," as you might well term it in your
hyphenated language.
The breaking point in conjuncture within all hypotheses of illuminati language is simply this:
highlight with injecture all those things, which make for the anagram of the personnel of the
Earth sphere in order to forsake the restructuring or modification of the sub-surface of the
Earth's texture, not forsaking in the least the means of habitation beneath the Earth's concrete
surface. And the atmospheric boundaries are well equipped with tidal blasts to shift shape the
diatrem of the chemical compounds within the texture of the modem, which you seem fond of
using in order to aberrate with concise factors of the law within the law of mathematical physics,
for they, of course, are known as one couple within the entire law based on hierogenics, and
this in order to deter that which might well be taken into consideration, when relating to the
malefaction of occurrences as such as are taking place upon your highly evolved mother planet
Earth.
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There is much, of course, to discuss with your leaders, but aside from the fact that linguistic
boundaries seem to be laced with benefactors of race, colour, creed and dialect, we suffice to
redeem ourselves by our messengers or scribes into your limited texture of device listening
capabilities.
We are the Mancharians. We are duty performers and are willing to listen to what each of
you has to say in order to bring to you the truth of what you are ready for in a most concise and
accurate manner for the understanding of your people. Good day.

NEPTUNE IN FLIGHT
Now to continue please, scribe. Neptune is oft described as the planet in nimbuses. This
simply implies, that not only is it afar off in distance, as you would term it, but rather that the
emissions, which gather around the atmospheric content, would rather disperse again the
planetary circulation stripes or peace beams. The content of the gapha rays do in circumspect
radiate neutron effigies out into its own total atmospheric content. This has simply to do with the
polarity of its cranium device planted well within the equiptal surface. Not a fact well known in
this dimension. Subsurface tides serve to face a morandum of non-equivalents to surface dust,
and the redness of the content above the surface plane itself does to suffice all life content
within its boundaries.
It is sufficient to say, that plutonian content of Earth surface structures akin themselves to
the placing of extraterrestrial devices so found upon the Moon, Mars, and of course, Jupiter.
These have not as yet all been discovered, but time in the shape and form of multidimensional
understanding will grow shorter, or rather, more limited in the overall context of deliverance as
the age grows shorter in its stance. The understandings applied within the overall occupation of
high tide at the surface strictly relates within itself those memorandums of understanding
indubitably, those swift occurrences, which so rely upon scientific input and in depth study of all
drift tides equally. An explanation of the drift tide phenomenon is acutely coincided within a
memorandum of simply understanding the overall consensus of platitudes vs continuum of the
overall rotating swing upon the Earth's most futile to spot (stop?).
The equatorial points of reference due to the collapse of all neuron beams, which by fact
you term in an ostentatious manner, are referred to as particle substances, which emit an
unusual barrier of glaucomatous currents molecular formation, which serves to tie together
those particular gases in your sub atmosphere as well as your whole solar system, in case of
major breakdown of the atmospheric shell, which then would severely radiate a malfunction of
etheric gasses such as plutonium, methadone, neurfous and the like. Understand? These
gasses form a shield of wetness around the plateau of undercurrent nebulous solid formation,
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and it will be soon, that your learned Ones actually learn to substantiate the correct formation of
molecular content in an effort to radiate those currents into sub particle equivalents needed to
radiate the Helium into surfaces of nebulous content in order to acquire the right texture for wet
gas. Here you must be quite aware of wet gas (which) is not in the least akin to your petroleum
or hydro gloxide formations, but new to the process of abliberating the dry toxins in the air or
atmosphere into a wet substance, protects the Earthen plane as though it were indeed a shield.
Is that not helpful? Well then, if this is lightly understood, it would be detrimental to hold back in
any case the equivalent of metamorphosis within its own structural compound due to the
relativity of monarchs in flight.
We graciously proceed from your time slot of daytime activity, for with us there indeed is no
defusing of time, space, and the like. This is a patched-in commentary, and using this arbitrary
standard form of transmission we have subjected ourselves and our scribe of the day into a
rather form letter aberration. Understand? We always are in the welcoming mode for any
information that you may like to ask us in the form of the upcoming events upon your world.
Likewise, in the form of questions, gives us positive results in understanding the restrictions of
your limited consciousness and exactly at what stage of development you are attuned to. For
"speaking over the head," as you term it, would indeed be of little to no avail, at which time we
would indeed forfeit our methodology into a rather simpler and abbreviated format in an effort to
attain toward ourselves the proper words for your category.
Let us now gain precedence, scribe, toward the next effort of understanding. New title,
please, to be written, as you so comely term it, will fall under a new chapter heading "Do Not
Forfeit the Pain."

CHAPTER THREE
DO NOT FORFEIT THE PAIN
By this we simply allude to the fact, that growing pains of desire by mother Earthen Plateau
are not to be looked upon or viewed with disgust, but rather with radiant faces of a looking
toward, rather even than feeling the great suffering of past races of incarnated individuals.
You must greatly understand this particular point here, for we have surveyed your people
and have acquired a firm understanding, that it is they Ones, who ensure themselves within an
extremely limited gravestone, the parameters of that, which is written of them in past
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generations. It is this: THE LIFESTYLE OF THE RICH AS WELL AS THE POOR LENDS
GRAVITY TO ITSELF TO EITHER CONQUER OR RELISH TIME TO CONQUER, INSTEAD
OF UNDERSTANDING THAT FICKLE IS THE ONE, RICH OR POOR, WHO WOULD RATHER
ACHIEVE THE GROWING PROCESS IN FULL UNDERSTANDING OF RELATIVITY IN
RELATION TO ITSELF AND ITS HABITATION.
Is this indeed not performed upon your planet and upon the thinking patterns of the people?
Concisely given indeed. You upon planet Earth need to come into the realization, that above
this sick turmoil there is a finer layer of "deadweed," we could put it, of slackened morals. But
here again, in order to exponentiate upon this of the darkened realm of negativity, we must
explain multidimensional attributes of the fourth degree. And in doing so we oft fall into the
glutamic pit of self despair in order to separate the windfall of greatness from the deadweed of
despair.
This is written in such form as to make even the greatest of your minds copulate within the
left and right hemisphere for answers, instead of continually trying to wing it in left field by
abbreviating not only our words, but our concepts out of mere existence. Understand?
There are many dual dimensions within your very hemisphere, and gravitational pull will
ofttimes suffice to radiate that exactness of peripheral pull into the confines of one dimension
into that of another. This concept of truth is indeed plaguing even the finest of your minds. But
all is still in order, for the each one of you are at the designated place for your lessons at this
time. Gratefully speaking, we do enjoy on teaching our children and will continue on until scribe
talks about time slots again.
We are the Mancharians, and we welcome all questions our children may employ toward we
Ones. We are grateful for all participation into the game of learning, for learning lessons does
not always need to be of a despicable nature, not in fact alluding to the time bomb of years,
which ye so gravely place upon yourself.
Scribe, enter the next of our title headings. Call this particular one "The Gravestones of the
Decades."

THE GRAVESTONES OF THE DECADES
We are the Mancharians. We have not come to propagate the truth, but to serve. Truth
holds its variances and must be subjugated unto the realm of the most worthy for those, who
have not yet enlisted into the realm of understanding. Even the simplest idioms will not perform
within their minds the self reliance to complete the spectrum of understanding of contexts, and
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will then continue to abbreviate the fundamental truth known by all others of higher
understanding completely out of existence; for where there is no understanding of higher
equilibrium, there also is no need for concepts, for CONCEPTS ARE GIVEN AS TRUTH TO BE
UNDERSTOOD! And where there is no wisdom for the graciousness of understanding, there
can not possibly be a linkup to the higher fruition of formulation of the mind itself. Dead minds
conceive dead format, and for this reason many are not listened to in your religious fields,
where truth is given contrary to that of your enlisted proclamation throughout the ages.
Concepts as well as truths tend to fall by the wayside as soon as eclipsal format of wealth and
greed are considered. Understand?
Graciously we speak, and are of the consignment that there are indeed enough upon this
Earthen plane ready for the reenlistment of our troops throughout the galaxy for the formation of
a new fifth-dimensional world, a world with new "wine," a world with new "cloth" or attire, as one
pauper grows into the wisdom of its age. Greed and mirth and wine will be aged and left to their
own diseased future, but those of you who will move ahead, will strike out on your own in the
here and now, and then the eclipse will come and blackout will strike all those, who merit
another few escapades of learning in the continued here and now. Forlorn will that seem to be,
but in fact it will remain the equivalent of what you have today seen before your very eyes, when
you look around at the brilliance of society far above your plane, and then... Do you
understand?
Proceed new sub heading "Hyjinx of the Neutral Territory."

HYJINX OF THE NEUTRAL TERRITORY
Telepathy, as you would call it, is a significant occurrence of the rejoining of both
hemispheric plates of the brain. Understand? It is the freedom in totality within the humanaric
genetic experience. Nebulous concern intermingled with nebulous desire simply serves to
extradite those singly minded craniums from the whole aspect of deliverance servitude. And
here we do not in the least proclaim servitude within the categorical content of your mephitis.
Proxy in design for the aptitude of learning in congressional style of Oneness is abated into the
school of theory and is not split among itself the Oneness of contention or aberrated within the
pit bull of nonexistent reformation. This indeed is a category of deliberation, and never do the
twain ever meet, for this is a category of debate even among your most learned pupils upon
your planet. Here we strictly adhere to those most skilled Ones, whom we do use as scribes
from time to time, for the retinue of manifested material, which they place in your own
hieroglyphic language, has always been treated as shipshodden copyrights of the maniacs.
Better to listen to us now than to find yourselves upon a sinking ship! Understand?
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We are the Mancharians, and we come in ultimate truth form, for we display the "stars"
above your heads and perform the truth of the Quagian Galaxies far removed from your limited
content. We do not find a waste of time to train you, for we are duty performers, who have come
not to suffer its contents of humanity into remnants of the future.
"Suffer not the little children to come unto me!" Is this not a positively standard
memorandum of conclusive fact well known amongst your people? No standard ever set among
those who are truth bearers have ever gone unequipped within the retinue of distinct patterns of
learning. You must learn, for simply you have not the greatest element of time left unto
yourselves. Understand?
We are sufficiently equipped to handle the departure of three continents on your planet. You
are blessed with a lot of water, and under that is hidden three other continents. Is this not so, or
is this another one of your forbidden topics of contents? You must not remain here another
moment to paganize your concepts of mind aberrations. In more recent standards we say to
you and your people, that to pass on the more recent Truth of the Ages would be to you a
commendation of facing your own abyss of misconceptions. Do you even begin to understand,
that throughout this metamorphosis of page writing there is much written in your own language,
which has not been aligned with the badly written rhetoric of the past ages, such as for example
when the Pope had the entire Bible rewritten for the gain of the Protestant examples outside of
his domain.
You must understand, and this indeed is not so difficult, that all concepts of truth depend
upon those, who transcribe one language to another and hand it out then into the world for all
those who see to buy. Now, when the Pope of ages past reiterated upon the words of the
mystery schools of the Essenes, it was well known, that in conjuncture with the reality of truth of
fundamental attire being stripped of its precocious meaning, the consensus was then taken, that
all without of that realm of understanding of what you so lightly term as Catholicism today, was
brought into being in a greater texture of tyranny known as Protestantism or the like. You must
understand, that this is a rather medieval platitude of nonformations, which hold the equivalent
of static repliances of the sort, which are now manufactured left over right in your publishing
houses. Standard documentation will never be arighted once the hands of man stabilize its
content, signifying arraignment upon the backs of the righteous.
And who indeed do you think they are? They are the high minded of the galaxy, who indeed
have forfeited the right of exposure unto the higher realms of existence in order to forge the way
or the path of the upright back into fourth dimensional existence. This has occurred to help
those upon their journey, who are in fact to meet their guidelines by choosing that portofax of
upper echelon understanding for the mainstream progression of their souls.
This is the precise reason why those in ages past, as well as those of today and yesterday,
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do progress, and holiness will not expire before them. And they will no longer be redeemed as a
people of a whole on the planet before them, for they already have come down from a people
far above and belong within the consensus of reform there.
It is such a serious offense to do ill justice to these Ones, whose portfolios, as you may term
it, consign them into a realm of non-justification, except that they have designed to
conglomerate within the consensus of the Board of Governors in order to find out more about
your people and how they can exactly help you as a whole in these turnaround days of your
planet. It is a serious offense to officiate injustice upon these of our people, for they give more to
humanity of their lifestream than humanity ever hopes to give to them. They are as the diadem
of frankness and ever shine in total and utter darkness, for they realize, that the darkness within
them has been obliterated and placed within a sub context of dual patterns within another
dimensional sphere. Our people have well mended their ways and have come now in
progressional style upon your plane at an early age in order for Earthly training to rejoin with us
in mental aberration in later years for the placing within humanity's hands those famous words
of light, life, and liberation. DO NOT STRIKE THEM DOWN, FOR THEY ARE INDEED UNDER
OUR MOST AND SEVERE PROTECTION! Much is to be said for these lighted Ones, for it has
always been needed for those, who singularly paid visitations to such, to always keep our ways
between they and we Ones. They are as such to be recognized as highly valued "pens to the
work," and needful be that they indeed utilize the precise precautionary measures, for the
standard of the Universe must be set accordingly!
It is needful for us at this point in your time slot of accordances to announce another most
gratifying metamorphic content. Under subject heading "Announcement to the World" scribe the
memorandums please.

ANNOUNCEMENT TO THE WORLD
You and your people have long since tried to format an epidemic of non-appearance
(artificial shortages - Editor). What we must try to make you understand here is, that simply
speaking in order that even the children of your race understand, it is not in accordance with
any Universal Laws, that you Ones are to place any type of restrictive quality upon the
resources of the nations!
For instance, coal should belong to all! And equally speaking in accordance with the atomic
law of all known and unknown physics, heat, which is to be generated by the placed rays of the
Sun, is not to be held in respective bondage, for only the majority of restrictions are to be
abated in likeness of those, who are so well attuned into exclamating the farmindedness of
conjecture into the halls of fortune. The rich need survive on the same textures as the ill
17

equipped. Understand?
Farms need replenishing or crops will die. If the crops die, so do the people who farm the
crops, and the people who buy the crops. Understand?
The water must be made pure again for the nutrition of all Earth's inhabitants. And indeed
even with your amount of pollution this is indeed possible. In order to purify the water content,
the table must be organically fixed with a large conduit filter system. As the water is organically
filtered throughout the soil and permeates throughout the grasses, it will in time automatically
cease to shift its nutrients of concoctions into the soil. In order to make the soil then into a
makeshift filtering device because of its high level of toxicity, you must ferment an aberration of
soil substances of grease type texture, and then, as the water filters throughout the Earthen soil
types, it will regenerate back into the soil and the grasses a releasing of the pressure of gasses,
which are indeed indicative of the real polluting factor. These gasses, which hydrogate within
the confines of Earth's atmosphere, will be released in the formation of small bubbles of
neupheous hydroxide, you see, and therefore will perform to radiate from the wet gasses in the
atmosphere a contexture of neutrality. Do you understand?
Our words may in the least prove to be rather uncomplimentary to your linguistic banks, but
should in fact facilitate a required response in the minds of your doubt tanks. Rationally
developed minds would prove to forfeit the subservient restructuring of atom dwelling places
within your sands.
Those concrete layers of texture, which so helpfully bore deep into runaway tunnels
throughout your Earth's layers, many of these have been found to connect pyramids and towns
together. Call them your "Pyramidal Express" or whatever you like. Many shudders of your
Earth's surface by way of quakes or what have you will not sufficiently counter these great feats
of work in a radically short space of time. Understand? It always were these "tombs of
darkness," which have more or less left mankind in the darkness of appalacheo discovery. But
only within the hieroglyphic masonry work of the Brotherhood will discovery ever be made in this
century!
Thank you. Transcript ended.

Sunday, 23rd July 1995

2:35 pm

Greetings. This is we of the Mancharian faction. Indeed we have surmised within ourselves
the stricken nature of enveloping your planet's resistance factor by the frailty of our own
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existence upon the lower dimensions. Let us proceed with new subject heading immediately,
"The Source Scope of Our Pleasure." Insert, scribe.
THE SOURCE SCOPE OF OUR PLEASURE
We are the Mancharians, and we have selected a triplicate source of planning merchandise
of words for the benefit of your people. This concludes of the three channelling efforts on your
behalf from us, your people. We have loved your people from the very beginning of their
existence and undoubtedly have found themselves to have subjected into existence those most
detrimental factors of notability. This in other words simply surmises factors of much political
nature of which we do never wish to delve into for reasons unknown into your existential realm.
We have declared ourselves to be of the most fitting nature to help each one of you to declare
yourselves of worthy standard of helpmeet to one another, and those, who have so qualified
themselves, will prove themselves to one another to reign subject to no man. A quandary, which
you do seem at times to provide yourselves within, is strictly a substandard of greediness vs
true totality of hygienic worth of cleanliness of consciousness toward one another. This was
indeed proclaimed within the banks of what you call your "Bible," when the shepherd linked up
with another of less gracious attire of consciousness as well as cleanliness of bodily function
and helped regardless of stature, climate and admissions of guilt. Beautifully put we suggest. In
any case, it is we and we alone, who endow your people with the greatness of the secret of
attiring yourselves within our consciousness of Oneness. This is a great gift - to be able to
prove your unlimitless prowess into realms far above that, which is definitely offered only once a
millennium.
We are the Mancharians, and we have come to bring you a truth far above those which you
have received, for they indeed prove themselves of conceptual ability, which stretches the
limited minds of man. Unequaled in theory, truth is based upon the discrimination of the mind.
This is a paradox within itself. Do you understand? The mind is actually subjected to no limitless
endeavour, it is only man within himself or herself, who sees fit to conduct the behaviourial
patterns in conjuncture with criteria of that of a starship without light. Indeed man has proved to
himself, that if a gift were to stare him straight in the eyes, it would be too blinding for him to
see. And here again suggests the parable of Moses and the blinding light upon the small
mountain or hills of the lighted Ones. Parable indeed, for the blinding light, which brought truth
for him to pass on to your people, was of a starship intelligence. Is that so hard for you and your
people to understand?
And what again signifies intelligence for the ordinary man? Is it not the coordination of right
and left hemispheric activity or not? Is not the far reaching imagination left instrumental to the
recreating of thought waves imaginable, in order that man alone has the uncanny ability built in,
in order that he might stretch his mind within himself? For what does man indeed encounter
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within his own hemisphere that he could not subject himself into believing his own reality? From
these, his own concepts, are stories made and believed. A portion of his own paradox would
you not say?
Man is endowed from the beginning of his conception with a maximum of overlay of
remembrance patterns, which subject themselves in the form of what you might call the DNA,
which simply stands for Detrimental Nuance of Activity within the cells. It is detrimental simply
for the fact that not all remembrance is recalled into the conscious of man. This is a nuance of
detriment within its own right you see. For if man indeed recall all, then would he not take it to
right, that if it was his effort before to subject himself into misdemeanour of thought, that
perhaps he would not have learned his lesson by choice rather than by experience, which in
turn would recode and change himself and again be required little or no more lessons?
Interference of any sort then is rather prohibited for the second cause of neglecting the order of
significant restructuring of the genetic coding.
You must see here, that in your terms we are simply explaining to you and your people, that
man in his own right must not remember everything that has gone on before, as in a previous
existence, for remembrance would serve to make him elusive to the regaining again of lessons,
which are less than pleasant. To him this would seemingly prove to be an influx of detrimental
structure, but then again, if it were something - a lesson he had gained composure over, a
lesson never again to be learned, then indeed it would release itself into his conscious mind
never again proving himself a fallacy of negative influences upon his character. This is a
beautiful outworking of the Creation of Liberation is it not?
Sign off. Frequency closed.

Friday, 28th July 1995

1:37 pm

Begin please, scribe. We are the Mancharians, and we have much dictating to do to you this
fine morn of yourn.
The reformatory pattern held in such high esteem by those of your planetary consensus is
often not much more than the routine strictness of all lower planets your side of the fourth and
fifth quadrants. And here we would elaborate upon the neglect of the token free will, which is left
among your people as being as of a rather contrite nature, insomuch as your people conduct
themselves in a way that has proven to be less fitting of human activity amongst themselves
and is therefore known among the "tribes," as we could put it, other planets, as being of a rather
less than congenial manner indeed. This is the topic of which we could definitely like to close
upon today in its variances and aptitude of magnetic crunch or downfall of your Earthen
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population at this time.

We are the Mancharians and we do take to your people the Truth of the Ages, so known
and practiced and relied upon throughout the many galaxies by other tribes of your culture. And
by this we simply mean to say in your unwritten terms, that if a difference were to be made upon
the plateaus between the southern and northern equatorial hemisphere and the sloping of the
ice mass particularly upon the roof (of) the southern pole region were to balance itself out of
shape, then would you not be left with such an imbalance as to shift the whole texture of the
mother Earth creation? Is this not fundamental theory in itself? Can your people indeed
understand what such an imbalance could create? Definitely so indeed!
So here we have the neutral quality, which is found also among even the most gracious of
your people, who intend on continuing upon inhabiting this Earthen sphere. Indeed do we not?
The finer tenants of society have aptly proven themselves among themselves to the strictest
adherence of all of your personalities by way of not letting go of the mediocre attributes of the
building up of their characters, while in all content and with perfect balance engage within
themselves in the perfect order of not subjecting within the fixed perimeters of their lives to
conquer and by way of means take away that free agency of non-condemnation so oft felt within
the realms of their fellow men.
So you see, dear Ones, it is simply to allude to the promise so put forth so nicely by your
Bible standards, that to share all you've got with other fellow creatures, and this indeed is
paraphrased by our own hands, is no less than the mighty hand of the God or Goddess within
you, providing each of you with an unrefutable right to the extravaganza of mediocre living, and
thereby do seem by the gift of the Universe as a whole to govern your living standards day by
day, whether you be provided rich or poor. And here, of course, things and circumstances are
meant to change, and indubitably do in instances of true chagrin and serviture toward that of the
total diet of your fellow man, whether it be creature of the wild or otherwise. For as we have so
aptly explained several times before, IT IS ALL PRODUCED WITHIN THE BEAUTIFUL
ONENESS OF THE GIFT OF MAN TO HIMSELF. For indeed are not all One?
Scribe, please enter the subtitle for the manuscript henceforth unto your people. Proceed
without delay.

TEXTURE OF IMPLORING THE WILD
We are the Mancharians, and we have come indeed to perform a most wondrous duty
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through the fulfilling of all truth barriers by way of knocking at the door of your heart's and mind's
intellects and wisdom, offered through the resuscitation of the final breath of the creationary
process itself. Indeed, you may suggest we bring variances toward many such doctrinal
purposes, which may seem to differ with yours, of the different cultures and religious frailties,
but you will find in hindsight, that in order to suggest a possibility of such graven error would
merely be recruiting yourselves toward more of a plankton existence. Hardly the purpose of
your being here, would you not say? You must understand here that planetary existence is
merely understood through the texture of the Oneness of working together, not so much only in
the areas of devout regimentation, of which you find yourselves in the conquering mode upon
the backs of others, but rather to find yourselves to fit into the slot of less backward behaviour
practices long since forgotten by those other tribes, which look seemingly as you do throughout
the whole of the universal structure. Adieu.
Scribe, placement now, please, of subtitle as we tend to elaborate sometimes more than
intended, at previous placement, as we so did instruct you earlier within your time sequence. All
is rolled into one for us, and we seldom notice whether or not true seclusion is personified in a
regimented fashion within the consigned pages of this book, or whether best left unto its own
placing through the work of another. In any case, next subheading is to state "Texture of
Imploring the Wild."
Though this may seem at times to be of a wildly suspecting nature for our subtitle, it is
indeed most fitting when you stop to consider the metaphors of your poorly adapted human
civilization upon your Earthen plane.
We are of the Mancharian faction with your Quadrant, and we come with a truth form not
accepted within many of your grovelling concepts. Do you understand just how mankind grovels
within himself to find and locate even a faint glimmer of our truth form, and then once finds, it is
aberrated within his own intellect? There fore come rushing all the reasons of why it should not
work, or made manifest within his perimeters. This is the whole texture really of how your
societies are made up. We do therefore implore the wildness and uncontrollable nature of
mankind in general, to put his cooking pot upon simmer in order that the salt of his
misconception be allowed to neutralize themselves, before the quickening of his spirit, or in this
case the water, be flowed to overboiling and merits a canker sore upon his already limitless
endeavour to bring himself into the mode of understanding any concepts at all. The flavour of
the tea especially must be made of a likeness to sodium carbonate before it be palatable within
the laboratory of the highest minded eyes of scrutiny of the furthermost scientists at work.
Indeed hear our often reformed hieroglyphics and learn to decipher that which at this time will
be palatable to the course of your meal or your level of journeyings. In other words, learn to
digest the pablum of your behaviour and consign the truth, which you find as the pearl of such
great price, to no other lest they ridicule yourselves and lead you on a wild goose chase after
their own unstable grandeur of understanding.
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Withstand the turmoil, which others would seemingly through their pretense put upon your
conscience, and lend them no ear, for the understanding of fools is not a thing to be bargained
upon! Understand ye of limited mind span? It is not so hard a thing to conceive of to let your
brother tactfully walk upon his own path, for no two paths or life journeys are the same. Indeed
forthright in its own dignity there will be found those of your own consensus or level of
understanding, which feed themselves upon the graciousness of another of their type. And this
is good, for do not all efforts find themselves to procreate within themselves? This is indeed of
the good news for you Ones in particular, who still find yourselves regimented and ruled by your
desire to participate in the highest of ethical qualities. And we hope that this indeed will bring
about bountiful pleasure in the richness of your understanding, for there are those out there,
who also hold the truth and have progressed within themselves to the point where they have
raised themselves up on high, as you would put it. And here we point to the "stars" which so
brightly twinkle as the lights of their ships exploit your darkness, as you so like to term it. But
that again is another topic of which we have well acquainted yourselves with in a previous
writing.
Indeed, Caucasian or heathenite or whatever you like to call your fellow man as well as
yourselves, well, we simply say to you Ones here, that indeed familiarize yourselves with the
tenets of your proverbial dictionary, before you find yourself to speak out of term for pure lack of
literary disgrace upon yourself.
This is we, the Mancharians, and for lack of better words we close this "session," as you call
it. Good night!

Wednesday, 16th August 1995

10:21pm

Good evening. We again introduce to you, that we of the Highest of the High, as you could
well put it and ofttimes, do that great work of truth essence for the beneficial exposure to you
and your people. Provide, please, with pen in hand that most sacrificial episode that ever is to
be written concerning the greatest of the great in all of your mankind's history. Place, please,
"Jamaica is at the Front in Hindsight." Enter. Continue with graphics.

JAMAICA IS AT THE FRONT IN HINDSIGHT
As with all nauseous human endeavours toward the mundane, we hereby advise the each
one of you to strictly consider in the serving of mankind by hereby loving your southern
neighbour. Jamaica is at the front in many disputes, of which unfortunately you are unaware,
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but as with many of your species, there seems to be a need to be provided in the aspect of the
welfare of one to another, is that not so? However, until you truly learn of the absence of the
love facility within your dogmatic lifestyle, you will never learn how to truly appreciate the
category of repensence toward that of your brother race, or sister race for that matter to be.
We are the Mancharians and come once again in the hopes that our light to you will cease
to fluctuate like a bulb gone dead in the sea of calmness. Contribution has its right of
appeasement to those, who have gone ahead and who have sacrificed much to the good of not
only mankind in general, but in particular their neighbour right next door, whether he be of
highest quality in his eyes or of the lower intent. You must understand what we of the highest
realm tell you dear Ones of the lower consensus. We simply say, that not all of your
methodologies are due to the irrational barriers, of which you so grandly and liberally place
upon yourselves. For if you would fail in these last hours of the ebbing tide to eradicate one with
another, then you entirely fail the doomsday test, as you may well indicate it to be, and leave
yourselves with little option but to place yourselves inside a bubble-like contraption in efforts to
eradicate yourselves from the mainstream of dubious delight. How erroneous in your own
efforts, do you not think? It is therefore up to the each one of you on precisely how you intend to
play your part to the greatest of your design, of which you have placed upon yourself long
before you set your standards upon this rather dreary circumstantial facade. You did, each one,
make the everlasting choice to retain all dignity when you entered into this dimension, and all
the lessons you have been gratified enough to be able to learn in such a short span of time
before the big "lift off," as many of you love to place the words in such predominant fashion.
It was set forth at this time by many others to ensure, that each one of you would know the
opportunity for truth when it came knocking at your doorway of expenses. Priorities are
opportunities and to resign yourselves into obliteration is a reckless thing to do, don't you think?
And as for hindsight itself, it possesses a good and meaningful expression full of some of the
most significant linguistic structures, if you will, but take heed and listen with all your known
faculties in place. One way or another, bite off more than you can chew, and you may find
yourself to be the partaker of many more glories than you might have felt you had bargained for.
Adieu. Close, scribe. We are the Lightened Ones. We are of the Mancharian faction and
have come to provide for the citizens of the planetary reform of the Earthen plateau those
intricate but childlike truths, of which many of you so sadly still struggle with. Good night.

Sunday, 20th August 1995

7:06 pm

Good evening to our readers. Indeed we perform within the ranks of Mancharian fashion.
We are the Mancharians and up to date in our conquests of truth fashion deliberation. Please
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proceed with follow-up document on the "Equations of the Equilibrium or Mind Content vs the
Rest of Society." Enter please, scribe, so that we may promptly proceed herewith.

EQUATIONS OF THE EQUILIBRIUM OR MIND CONTENT OF EARTH HUMANS VS THE
REST OF SOCIETY
To shorten this heading would simply provide for a more or less shortening of the fuller
understanding of our station above the stars and galaxies for that matter. However, little Ones
of the stringent plane of prefixes, we have in no wise done naught in our selection of the draft
places for your places of arrival, which, promptly speaking, is right at the gate of entry for those
of you, who do in fact terminally understand the greater significance of all that you in fact are up
against. To date the majority consensus may be reported as being: three billion people still have
the wits to perhaps interpret this linguistic form of the trilogy of the human spirit, which alone
derives from itself the three-plex of male aspect vs female aspect in conjuncture with the
eradicating of the aspect of the Higher Self. Diplomacy is not in conjuncture with the more
strategic formations of equilibrium of the core centre of the mind. The eulogy of the very centre
of man's mind tends to play tricks of which you should be well aware of at this time in your lives.
For example, let us equip ourselves with this far out statement: The protocols of the mind
bench theory, which simply serves to stimulate one's brain centre of thought along with the
preserving of the manifestation of obliterating all nonsensical data, would do well in the
sanctification of strongly preserving the brain cells from the tedious retinue or fundamental
setting of do vs done and equally well at that to operate within proper standard of understanding
at all.
Dissect this sentence if you must, for you will find greater truth outlaying more than the
quaint formation of thought process vs a lying effort contradictory to truth forum. Dangerous for
minds, who have aggravated themselves into a dual complex nature without the helping hand of
"degrees," which word could well be selected to appropriate the finesse of the mind of man at
large.
Now for selected text of a more rational understanding here. Let us start new paragraph,
scribe, as we will kindly proceed.
In the layout of any tools to be ready to be manufactured we have undubitably found that the
One Source, of which mankind could be linked within, simply serves that degree of his rather 6
to 8 percent knowledge of intricate placings upon that, which is held within the cranium. Please
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understand here that what we are so strongly trying to relate (to) you Ones is the totality of
character, of which you are so prone one day to develop within the consensus of your most
elaborated lifestyles. You understand here, that not all that glitters is gold, just as not all brain
matter functions, when the least of it seems to be pulled here and there by forces greater than
the appendage from whence it came.
In order to focus more upon the cryptic message within these lines, we would simply ask
you to select the passage, which most interests you at this time and meditate upon it. Dissect it
with all your might, for within its textured words you will find a truth far greater than your first five
years in school - for you see, truth is an aqueduct. Entirely at one's wits one has to be in order
to forego the entire disciplinary action acquired throughout the ages of time, so built up within
DNA fundamental structure.
Your lifestreams, little Ones, are a pictorial genius of who you are at this particular point in
time, with remembrances of who, what and when delivered you into this rather time warped
escapade you are living within today. It need not always be like this for the each of you, but
rather like a symposium of grand attire. The molecules, which so fixate the chemicals into the
body at birth, continue to relate to the relinquishing of more or less structured equilibrium
templates into the complete climax of delivery without the process of the birthing pains, which
you could relate as to being of your "death" process and guarantee its effectiveness unto the
regeneration of your entire souls, of which there is one indeed for each person. For you are
each as a little "spark of light in your Father's eye" and a "crick in his pants," in your English to
highlight it further, when you constantly turn your hybrid craniums away from that direction,
which can be perceived as "homeward bound."
Is this definitely understood? It is important, for the cause of ye Ones is finally within reach
to evolve yourselves far past the mundane existence, of which you are so well aware of at this
time in your history.
Mancharians out for the conclusion of the eveningtide. Frequency closed. (7:35 pm).

Monday, 21st August 1995

4:28 pm

Good afternoon, scribe. Please begin placement of next document to you and your people.
This is the Mancharians coming in to talk about all those idioms, which recreate the narcissist in
man undoubtedly. Please proceed with new title heading: "The Narcissist in Creation of
Himself." Enter.
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THE NARCISSIST IN CREATION OF HIMSELF
This indeed should be well considered as potential hazard toward that of mankind within his
limited concepts of duality of his utmost potential. It saddens us to think that the entire human
race - excluding those few memorandums of concise limited endeavours, or rather those of you,
who have indeed reached your full potential - thus far have so limited themselves within the
design of who they truly meant to be when they arrived in full fledged manhood or womanhood,
whichever the case may be. For you must understand here, that not all preceding lifestreams
have been manufactured by these ones of narcissist history, to drain or filter out the dredge of
their limitless endeavours. It is to the narcissist, as it is proclaimed to the highest of the high in
equivalency, of exactly who to be and how to get there, and what to do with what you have once
you arrive. You must be fully aware at this time, that we mean you no disrespect, for every
lesson taught is a lesson well learned. In concise fashion it would merit much instruction, if you
Ones of this dispute were continually left upon your own vocation for any great length of time. It
would, we perceive, to be rather catastrophic in its overall content within your lifestreams. This
is not known to be of the shaking quality for they Ones, but rather by their own reasoning left to
them to reign for their truce within themselves, to perhaps shelve that aspect of acidity in order
to acquit themselves of further mishap.
The sinking feeling many of you express to yourselves every morning after sleep has
relinquished time, is simply the placebo of monotorium of consequence raining down upon your
heads. The fundamental truth found within those of a narcissist quality is simply this: You all are
found worthy within the circle of Light, but perhaps in order to abbreviate the entire joyment of
life, you have kindly succeeded in acquitting yourself as well as the rest of the population from
furthering their devotion to the truth essence through the perceivement of yourself.
New paragraph, please, as we wish to severely now outlay the fundamental arthritis of
contextual aberration of the youth of today, and what does it exactly hold in the future for
prototypes of display toward the populace of the 90's itself. Display on screen, scribe, "The
Youth of Today."

THE YOUTH OF TODAY
Now we hit, do we not, on the practice of etiquette fashion insofar as your own offspring
have sprung into the truce of despair. Look at them as they roll down their sick minds into the
contour of what you once held as dear to your hearts. Here, of course, we speak of hope, of
morals, of intricate placebo, when you Ones are no longer here to slacken their faint glimmer of
hope for a brighter tomorrow. What indeed have ye Ones done? Does it not escape your
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capabilities to recognize, that within each one of these desperate souls there lies a background
of narcissist parenting? Did it never occur to the one of you, who is faulty in this category, that
in order to shift the blame of Earth's situation and responsibility intact onto the weak shoulders
of those offspring, of which you yourselves have so fondly created, that entirely falls the blame
back unto yourselves? And here we are equally ready to feed to you the pablum of your display
upon the credentials of who indeed you suffuse to be at this time and place in your history.
Indeed do you play out the game of who controls who, when on other worlds it is known and
practiced, that those who envelope offspring upon the equipping of their own nuances, or
choices rather, will also display a genuine practice of equipping themselves, or rather
shouldering, full responsibility for the intricate growth and conduct of that individual, given by
consignment to themselves by themselves, in order to maintain in their fullest integrity all those
truth practices, that they themselves have qualified for. You understand then, that what we are
simply trying to get across to you is this: No structure, whether it be of family values or business
academics, would ever warrant a place of disguise within the medium of corporate
consciousness without the mandatory placement of faculties throughout the whole design of
etiquette.
Simply speaking, we have noticed, that in order for you Ones of the Earthen plateau to offer
unto your children the protocols of truth, in order that they entirely believe your discretion in
unlimited concise understanding, you must first rank yourselves in the number one placement of
non-selfish attitude toward them of a lower or smaller category. In other words, your children will
have gratefully succumbed to the knowledge that all parents, who have genuine truth connected
to their essence, will never betray them by not teaching them the very morals which they
themselves are so apt to display, and that the very people, who have witnessed the procreation
from on high, will edit their progress with a less limiting resource structure to help them on.
For you see, your Guardian Angels, as you love to call them, those Ones who have
assigned themselves to the lessons of which you have dictated to yourselves, lie in frank
observatory until the time of truth has come into your hearts. For in order to truly be of benefit to
you Ones in the helping mode toward your lives, you must understand that here is where the
nut meets the bolt: You must have reached a level of pure integrity before action cannot be
acquitted beyond that of the fifth level of understanding. The "angels" cannot help you Ones
until they have succeeding into leading you into a truth forum, in order that all further
instructional patterns leading up to a reprisal of conforment is accomplished without overlaying
the predominating rule of the Universe of non-interference of another's decisions. COME INTO
THE LIGHT! ALLOW YOURSELVES TO BE BROUGHT FORTH INTO THE LIGHT OF
ETERNAL TRUTH, and you will then succeed in jettisoning yourselves from the mainstream of
non decision making in the cause of your own mission to yourself, which you will find will
entirely equip you with a Truth of which you can indeed build upon. This is precisely why we
come at this time: To make (it) easy for the populace of the planet Earth, and injecture
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understanding in childlike concepts for the dissecting by its inhabitants!
Mancharians out. Close frequency and record time element if you deem necessary. Goodbye. (5:07 pm).

Wednesday, 23rd August 1995

9:05 pm

DO NOT PERFECT ANY GREAT KNOWLEDGE OF THE ONENESS UNTIL YOU HAVE
COMELY SHIFTED YOUR EYE SIGHTS UPON THE HUMAN FAMILY AT LARGE!
A quandary would indeed at this point be considered a most rational clue, whereby in order
to prove one's competence to this point would be only to hinder an accomplice of war to
proclaim any kind of competency into the family regime. Do you get our meaning here, kind
Ones? What must be fully recognized is the utilization of the human family at large and the
indicative way it is simply run. It upshods all rationality, for you must understand here the sole
purpose of placing within each family unit the number of members of which it is destined to
handle at that particular time in its progression of limitless trial by entry, and that simply means
here each entity's entry into this plane through the birthing process.
New statement here, scribe. This is to be manufactured as placing in quotations "The Trying
Time for the Family at Large." This simply is what we are trying to represent within the
categorical complex data of which we so seldomly have to work with.

THE TRYING TIME FOR THE FAMILY AT LARGE
We are the Mancharians and have introduced ourselves enough. We will furnish you with
the hope and lessons you need of the fundamental tricks of the game of life in general. For if it
were not for the primary conclusion of the epic of design of the releasing of the planet from its
birthing pains at last, this indeed would be in a category of less complex data at this time.
In order to shield you from the mother pangs of disrepute, you too as parents of families
must at last become aware of none other than the taxing element, of which you so comely place
upon yourselves. You see, dear Ones of the planet Earth, the family was placed within a unit
even larger than itself, to learn to restructure society when the time came. You were to learn in
small family unit how to strive and learn and love one another. But what happened instead was,
you sacrificed little to the complete Oneness of the family unit. Instead of badgering One
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another, you were to learn to work together. But the conclusion seems to reverse itself, and
undubitably so the tie that binds did bend a little, did it not?
Each entity was to be placed in a position of accomplishment for that life's work, whether to
be in a position of greater learning to come as a child into the family, or whether to come as a
blessing, a caretaker of all, hence the mother or father fortitude. Understand? But never was
one to rule abstinence over another! Indeed, it was the time so well selected, that if we felt you
could make the adjustment, then it would have so inclined the very hearts of mankind around
you to purge himself of all doctrine he found necessary to gain his credentials with society at
large. There simply would have been no need, for everything would have been provided within
his family unit for the consensus of all doctrinal behaviour to be limited to the aggression of his
own soul. For what man thinks is never the entire truth of any situation, but only an opinion, for
the mind of man is never subject to recreational data format, but is unruly in its own merit.
Subject to the overall picture here we simply wish you to understand that no man, who is
entirely "king of his castle," allows the reign to fall into ruins. And indeed this should never
happen, if the persons subject to his rules find themselves within the category of learning status
and not subjectory ruling much as a master over his slave. This is a simple and primary place
setting for the instruction of the compromising group theory of Oneness, and unless this can be
well understood and practiced at large, there is little hope of at any time mankind ruling
indicatively over any larger group, for RULE MUST BE EARNED BY INTEGRITY, not regret
and regression back into the style of overflowing prejudices. Are (they) not the means into the
decay of aesthetics?
In other words here, we stress that leadership of the family unit depends entirely upon each
and every member, as it will not work vice versa, you see? MAINTAIN INTEGRITY IN ALL YOU
DO AND WITH YOUR DEALINGS WITH OTHERS, for this is the primary mainstay position for
those, who are fleeing catastrophe from "end time," as you put it, influences of botany pangs.
Understand you? Good, then we have made ourselves clear of this sense. It would prove futile,
we're sure you would agree, to lay waste to this plan of ill providing for family pleasures in
hopes of one day limiting yourselves to the goodenpense of never acquiring the perfected
reliance one upon the other, but only (to) have found yourselves in the harbouring mood for the
caricaturing of gravestones into mass family unified rejection.
So in order not to waylay this little topic of disclosure, for your benefit we have provided you
with an indenture as to what exactly the family structure, of which you so quietly wish to follow,
permits upon the upper echelons of ranking superiority. In other words in a layman's terms, the
etiquette of a more rational type upon a fourth dimensional category.
Include, scribe, this heading for Chapter four: "The Family at Large is Useful." Mancharians
close frequency. (9:27 pm)
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Saturday, 26th August 1995

6:18 pm

CHAPTER FOUR
THE FAMILY AT LARGE IS USEFUL
Good afternoon. We are the Mancharians and to date have completed a complete dialogue
of that of which you have indexed as being the central family unit.
Dogma, of which is an interesting subject, is no less by far of an extroverted segment due to
the recurring structure simulated on other worlds thus far. In order to be less than of a personal
nature, we have greatly decided to rejoin our resources with those of another world of
variances, in order to bring to you a more complete contrivance of exactly what is deemed as a
manufacturing of less than a subordinate methodology of contracting the faith serum from one
peoples of another galaxy far beyond your own to that of a lesser but by far greater degree
found on the home planet of Earth.
Next subject title is to be pronounced as (please enter correct pronunciation, scribe, of
today) Orpheus 7. (Or-f-oos). Please proceed then at our disposal. Enter. Mancharians out.

ORPHEUS 7
Orpheus Seven is orbited by a stratus of seven well placed meteorite aggregates. In other
words, it is factioned off in your segmented theorygrams as having the most complex type of
stratospheric occurrences within its atmospheric dentures. Understand this? Indeed, then let us
proceed. In order to facilitate the mondorium of the fullness of the stratospheric content, we
have so selected this particular planet because of its high density of gravitation pull, which so
subjects its inhabitants also, though they be of an almost replicating dimension to your own, as
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prime texture. For our equivalency toward your own planet in range of density, perimeters of
foliage as well as that most complex matter, which seems to categorize you all into some type
of utilitarian complex by density and mass and relationships and the like.
As our brothers have been invoiced into compliance for the particular study endowed by
themselves to you as a gift, you might say, this has indeed been of the influencing extravaganza
to prove their metamorphic quality of life standard from what it once was, by fact, to what it is
now. Understand their good will indeed? Good, then for the higher benefit of the peoples of the
Earthen control we now introduce you through we Ones into the homes of the Orpheus 7 group.
Enter, scribe, the appendix for the Orpheus 7 group.

THE ORPHEUS 7 GROUP
Throughout the century mankind has little acquaintance with the source of his discomfort. It
has simply been this: Mankind has waylaid himself from his brothers so far away and has all but
a faint recollection of what they once were to him. In order that mankind at all were to
understand and come to grips with the ulterior of his consciousness, or Higher Self, in order
here to find the correct decision making process come into form within himself, he would have
need to waylay himself back into orbit along with his seven other brothers and again let himself
begin to unleash the powers of dictational works or words into his forum.
In other words, dear listeners, we of the Mancharians simply are telling you a most
repetitious story about your heritage, and where and how you are to regain the necessary
status through the liberation of your mind cells to the point where it will be listened upon through
your own mouths - those precious truth values of which ye Ones did at one time in past
generations, when ye each One were someone of a different name category, or as you love to
put it, identity. It is necessary for you Ones to hear not only that of which we are speaking
about, but in order to resurface all those thoughts and bring dreams into manifested ability, you
must serve within yourselves not to game play with that of which you understand so little about.
Now, these brothers of yourn, these Orpheons, they have set aside a day in time, as we
could put it, in order to help you Ones on your way to becoming more relaxed within yourselves,
in order that they may gain a precious foothold in the door of your consciousnesses. You
understand here, that the main equivalent of all serious documentation is simply the fact that the
proven arbituis (arbiter?) is rarely known in order to be used with the reasoning with the mind of
mankind alone. In order then to allow for the time available, which is highly necessary, we must
sanction each one of you off into a place of loneliness or sanctuary, or solitude, if you much
prefer that word.
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We have therefore brought with us the methodology for the gleaming of informational data
back to you, in order that you become very well acquainted with the next source of help coming
your way - at any time of the day or night - for those of you who have not hindered yourselves
into the point of being less than vegetable in your thought patterns. Prepare yourselves then for
a little interfacing of the sort, of which is only listed in the categorical accounts of those Ones so
far down under your Earth's crust.

Meet Jasphus and his wife Lilliton. Now they have learned and are also the first volunteers
up front, who have so kindly generated themselves to the upfrontedness of this project to help
all those of you, who are so willing and entirely willing at this point. Understand? They live in a
dwelling, of course, just the same as you, except their dwellings are made up of a fabric akin in
your dialogue to nepherous (nuphorus?). This is only the wall coating of course, and the
complex design of the outer structure would definitely by your standards "make your head
buzz," as you put it. They have in no way suffered grievances upon those of their neighbours
and definitely not toward themselves, each other, you understand? And why is this indeed?
What graphic occurrence would substitute the gravity of the situation by ineffectively cooperating indeed? Simply this: They have gone through many incarnations and have found
themselves at last to have so well progressed and learned their lessons, that the evidence
printed within their corpulus cells, and implanted upon their spirit or energy core, allows them to
gravitate one with the other in the purest of harmony. They still have wife, husband and the child
factor in their lives, indeed, but henceforth "extraterrestrial," of which you might call them,
conductances toward one of another declare there is absolutely no need to prove favouritism
over one another any more than the statutory requirement, of which ye Ones hold so dear upon
Earth to aggravate one another.
And why exactly is that? The key here is simply, they have found within themselves the
evidence so inscripted upon their DNA to not toy within one another's emotions for the finding of
conclusive evidence, that one may be of a greater essence than another. Long ago they have
found this to be one of the greatest fallacies ever brought down upon the minds of man. You
see, not to control any other one in any form or fashion simply means that they have found
within themselves, that there is no longer anything of consequence to prove. They are what you
could definitely not call idealistic, for those of you who so claim to have an unrecompensible
understanding of the full or even partial meaning of Oneness - but rather they have found that
within their own energy field, that they indeed have learned to generate those essences, or
feelings, or emotions of attractive quality toward all those around them.
And how is this, and exactly how did this come into being? Simply, THEY GOT PAST
THEIR EGO! It had been spoken often through Nostradamus, that the tenement, who offers far
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less than he is actually able, relinquishes himself from all the far reaching doubt of which he so
includes to entangle himself from time to time. If this indeed is not the accurate formation of a
known conclusion, then we travellers from space indeed have learned nothing.
Are we right? So then, in order to monopolize the thoroughfare of the transmitted waves
unto you One's very minds, we have considered to unleash a retinue of the most abstract
currents in order to provide you with the awakening due to you at this time. But nothing is ever
for free, remember that! A price is always to be paid - even in love - especially with love.
Japhus however is honoured to place himself upon the radio waves in order to lift those of
you up, who call for a variation in electrical waves in order to heighten your dream states into a
conscious endeavour with strange results - results which permeate the very structure of your
reasoning - results which by fact submit themselves into playing out the very portion of the
game of enlightening the endenrils. You Understand? Meditation here is the key. Quietness
here is the second key. Discipline here is the third key. And the fourth key is within you at all
times. Connect the dots for the result. Is this well understood? Good night! (7:09 pm)

Saturday, 2nd September 1995

2:04 pm

Good morning then, scribe, or is it of the latter quality in your timing? Nevertheless, it is we
of the Mancharian faction, come once again to serve within the depths of understanding of the
neutral zone of mankind's collective consciousness, of which yet has to take its place within the
whole of the consensus of neutrality within itself placed within the soul structure of his platonic
ability. He dreads the recourse offered to him for obliterating his mind's entire adrenaline
capacity. You understand here, that the source of mankind's ability is endowed from "above," as
you would so carefully put it, into conjunction with his own strivings. Lightly spoken of is the
effect, of which he so stringently experiences within the resource of which he, himself, applies to
himself. In other words, here is a typification of merits of the consciousness of mankind as a
whole to date.
Enter please, scribe of ours, that mainstream title chapter, of which ye tend at times to
elaborate as being of a necessary endowment to this writing. Provide, please, without stringent
authority this heading: "The Capricious Nature of Man Alone."

THE CAPRICIOUS NATURE OF MAN ALONE
Artillery fire may best describe that which man has indeed brought upon himself, and here
we do not in any way refer to the warring aspect of futility, of which man doth bring down upon
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his own head from time to time. We find it of great interest here, when we realize from afar, that
man, instead of the progressional stream he so alludes to walking toward, instead incapacitates
himself midstream into compromisation of his higher works to perform, or, his misdemeanour of
authorization betwixt himself or herself, such as the case may be, and all legions of warfare of
limitless design. Capability of the mind or nerve centre of the mind, therefore, sends legions of
dragons forth in order to benefit his poorly acquired strategic designs.

So here what you end up having is a relapse of memory responses, of which are
nonetheless of a detrimental level of his own authority toward himself. There indeed is much to
be said of this particular topic, so let us helpfully gain for you the much needed insight, in order
that you participate in the continuation of the gathering of much needful insight, to provide
yourselves with the proper tools for appendixing the right to waver the cause of the mind
molecules for further study along the way of your journeyings. Another significant factor, which
mankind so definitely aligns himself up with, is that all too significant structure known as
"money, money, and money." If this seems to outline a rather racist content of man toward the
detriment of himself, then you allude correctly the complete madness of third dimensional
equivalents.
Here the partaking of leaving off the hard times in order to better gravitate toward the
fruitfulness of his mind is indeed a real shocker. And the crux of the matter here, is that man has
not learned the real significance of lining his wardrobe full of material items, of which he can
scarcely wear, without ripping them on every crevice he falls into, and every rock he scrapes
himself on.
You understand the futility of logic here? In order that man can possibly find himself the
humility of disclosing the entire human concept of material maneuvers, and what and how to
perform within that limit, is indeed open to much heady re-evaluation, is it not? Well then, let us
complete this organ of producing more literate structure for man to perform on, or at the outset,
at least to give himself more of a liberating opportunity of radical reform by following intricately
the instructions so sent down to him by those, who have obliterated their material resources and
melded them instead into a placebo for more intricate design. Of which brings us out of all
categories of placement for only material wealth, but rather the knowing and whereby to do with
it, once we have it.
Is this not the final hour of needy knowledge, before the entire system of monetary abyss
crumbles and a new statutory skeleton is meted in its place in an entirely new dimensional
theory? There are, of course, limitless possibilities raging within the helixes of man. Intricate
study will show, that 9/10th of a percent of man's capacity of brain power will show, that indeed
he is of the utmost destructive quality, or rather his own worst enemy, of himself. In order to
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oppose this regime of man toward himself, we must plausibly try to explain in terminology, of
which will be at the least recognizable to the majority of population those long held truths of
dictatorial basis, which long passage the evaluation of mankind through time.
In order then to make you understand the seriousness of this "limited time," of which we feel
you are strictly unaware of in the underlying sense of the word, which is written by you
completely, it is needful therefore to not only provide ye Ones with caution, but to hopefully
instruct the each of ye into providing for yourselves that requirement into fifth dimensional
theology.
To begin with then, if many do not pass this accomplishment in this particular lifestream,
then they merely have had that opportunity to progress at a quicker pace regardless of their
ability, and for the next upcoming evacuation after this will find themselves of a more
understanding nature - and this is to their credit, is it not? So, in other words, no matter where
you stand with yourself at the End of the Age, as all will certainly stand alone, you will have
undoubtedly provided yourselves with lessons, of which will prove of the most valuable content
in much later existences. This is all beneficial to everyone's growth and conduct, as well as
affluent understanding, don't you think here?
Well then, let us now proceed, scribe, with the new subheading here of what to do in order
to equip mankind with the necessary tools of understanding, so that he can in fact learn to stand
upon his own haunches. Proceed then with appendix title: "Reform Upon the Mind of the
Conscious Man."

REFORM UPON THE MIND OF THE CONSCIOUS MAN
Well then, let us calmly proceed with this short documentary so held in great esteem
throughout the galaxies, in every university, and study halls of the great and tedious libraries.
Take upon yourself for a short break time, scribe, and return shortly thereafter. We are learning
to approach with caution the fact, that a rarity of notoriety is to distinguish the necessity of
breathing space among our posterity of past ages. Resume shortly. Mancharians wait.
Man must first strive for contact in the realm of understanding his own hieroglyphical
contours of his own mind, of which he has so successfully formatted into the entire system of
subconscious behaviour patterns. In order to perform this most significant imbalance into his
present day circumstances, he must first allow himself the opportunity of relaying down from his
higher consciousness those instructions, of which will begin their releasing power of
understanding, freeing him from the bent of his mind into his otherwise scrupulous possibility of
ulterior mind design.
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Here we have rather complicated the matter, so in order to perform our duty to the best of
your understanding capacity, we reiterate solely for your benefit. We do relish working with you
Ones, for you are the sole memorandum of future possibilities within the creating factions, and
therewith in the greater future be able to provide your own creative designs to clothe the
greater expanse of what you term as "universal possibilities."
Now, man on the inset must learn to negotiate the sub surface restructuring within his own
cranium, insofar as negotiating the surface of conscious implication of more fundamental
crucibles from within to the without, which will, of course, reach into the heights of full conscious
ability to enable him to remember for instance, right from wrong. This ability impeaches his
remembrance toward the full sanctification of his superior being, otherwise known as his Higher
Self. Understand? The rudiments prior to otherworld knowledge is superfledged by his ulterior
motives toward himself as well as others, and thereby impedes all of his decision making into
the ulterior content of his brain. This is what we could call "fundamental restructuring of brain
wave functions," understand ye?
So in other words, man must accompany himself with the gravity of standards of fifthdimensional concepts by obliterating the negative toward the diminishing of the positive, by
entering into a displacement of possibilities contrary to the overall design of his route, en route
to further explorations of subconscious rule over the conscious.
In order that he further expand his disposition toward the obvious tactical movement, he
must secondly display within his own graphic character those prejudices of cantankerous
obsolete fundamentals. In other words, he must seek to maintain a possible influx of higher
morals vs. ethics, for the criteria in this method of exposure is sure to obliterate all other
exposure toward the dark or negative side of his nature, for the procuring of more meaningful
and beneficial conduct, both, toward himself as well as the sole treatment or exposure of
himself toward others.
You see here, it is the realm of conscious desire within mankind himself, which
explains the rudiments in their fullest attire without needful draining of one's limited
resources at this time. SHARE WITH OTHERS THAT, WHICH IS MOST BENEFICIAL TO
YOURSELF, AND IN TIME YOU WILL FIND, THAT WHAT YOU SO CREATE BY THE
BEAUTIFUL STANDARD OF TIME CREATION, shall we call it, FOR ALL THAT IS
CREATED TIME AND TIME AGAIN WILL SEED WITHIN THE HEARTS OR
CONSCIOUSNESS OF MAN HIMSELF, AND THAT WHICH IS FULLY PLANTED AND
NURTURED, WILL IN ITS OWN ESSENCE RETURN TO THE SOWER THE FULL
REWARDS OF HIS LABOURS!
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The pruning of a desire and the obliteration of consciousness will in fact provide that, which
a swollen desert encased with the rainfall of nothing but dry heat would furnish back into the
heights of insignificant restructuring for those, who sow such destruction. You understand?
Well then, to cap off these particular discussions, observe the strands of corn planted in the
fields of delightful resources. The way or ground was paved in order to allow fermentation of the
seed, is it not? Then the sower came along with his hoe and proceeded to procreate into that
soil that which would doubtlessly enter him returns in the following weeks, months, or days,
correct? Now when the wheat or rather in our case, corn, grows tall, how many corn do you
read as being of the fruit it has produced? Is it not a great deal more than previously planted?
For not only are cobs grown in plentiful fashion, but indeed what are the seeds of the plant? Are
they not the very particles of corn within the cob which makes up itself?
So you see, this could be considered a parable of instructional value to both you and your
kind, could it not? Well then, this will unfold a beautiful truth or concept of delivery into your
souls, for the understanding of all precepts of new discovery - for many of your people - will be
fortified into benefiting the whole of the third dimensional human race. This is so.
Mancharians out on frequency expired. Good night. (3:01 pm).

3:49 pm

POSTERITY KICKS OFF

Mancharians at the "helm," as you could repeatedly say on this one. Expired doubt, at the
least.
Little scribe, it has been written by one of the most notarized authors among your people the Nostradamus quality here, that TRUTH BELAYED IS A TRUTH NOT FOUND. Italicize that
one in bold print form please.
"Posterity Kicks Off" will be our next interfacing of this subject matter. Please see to its
entrance above the hyphenated area of your antiquated linguistical form. Proceed, please, with
induction. Mancharians out.

It is through the posterity of mankind at his particular level of induction, that the soul survival
of the species known as third dimensional man will continue on with his walk throughout the
Gates of Illusion.
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And what indeed here is the formation or concept of posterity? Is it thine children through
the birthing structure so set up in womanhood? Negative, or not so in the least!
True posterity, that form which liberates the soul consciousness of man, that
liberation which serves as the first step on the rung toward the reclamation of
tendencies toward that of fifth dimensional "tuning in," is done and accomplished
through the POSTERITY OF THE NATIONS, through the COMPLETENESS OF THE
ENTIRE BRAIN WAVE STRUCTURE, through the completeness of, the combination of
both, the right as well as left hemispheric plate of the brain! You understand this at all
here? It is the REALIGNMENT OF THE RIGHT AND THE LEFT OF THE UNDERSTANDING
OF KNOWLEDGE!
It is the beginning of wisdom that starts here. It is the ENTIRE JOINING OF THE
CONSCIOUS WITH THE SUBCONSCIOUS REALMS OF INVISIBILITY IN THE
CONQUERING OF MISCONCEIVED IDEALS AND SENSES OF THE BODY!
IT IS THE PRODIGY OF THE MIND. IT IS YOUR CHILDREN, OF INDOCTRINATING
INTO ALL LIVING TRUTH THE VALIDATION OF THE ENTIRE HUMAN POPULATION OF
WHAT THEY ARE ALL CAPABLE OF, THE TRUTH FORM PLAYED OUT IN DUPLICATED
FASHION TOWARD THOSE, WHO WENT BEFORE AND LED THE WAY!
You understand here, that your prodigy is left up to the each and every one of you, to who
you are and what concepts of creation you will succeed at. The children are your ideals of which
you conceive. Therefore, these ideals are conceived as are children, but in order to put the
living spirit within these ideals you must first have played a role of order, first in itemizing your
cranium agenda into a qualifying factor, in order that you may learn to stabilize the contents of
your equilibrium into being or creating.
In order that you become proficient in this endeavour, you must first cease to strain your
overtaxed system. Learn to relax, for the day will certainly come when you will learn to
possess the power of relaxation and indwell within yourself that creative response to
your overlapping ability of creationary prowess.
Indicative of all known resources for equipping mankind with his own prodigy, he must first
come to realize that the order of the Universe is merely an indictment of a sorts into the
foreseeing of the wellbeing of mankind alone. This in no effect speaks of no one but the Man of
the Universe. We here are simply speaking of the indoctrination of man into Man or HU-man Royal Universal Man (or Holy Universal MAN - Editor). Understand the split here?
The creation of your minds then, when founded on truth, is your gift not only to yourself, but
to the whole of your kin or brothers upon that plane. It is also a gift to the each of your brethren
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upon other planes and dimensions, you see. For each of ye, who do come into full attainment or
consciousness of the Higher Self, doth in fact bestow unto himself those "liberating lights,"
which have in long ages past shined so brightly as to be called the "Brotherhood of the Lighted
Ones," favourably granted to those, who indoctrinate themselves within the fruitatious inclines of
their own structured desire at this time. Send out the gift of love and light to each one, then,
who would receive it, for it is the gift of the Universe! Mancharians out. Close frequency.
(4:15 pm).

Saturday, 2nd September 1995

1:00 pm

Good afternoon, all. This is we of the Mancharian faction here once again to correlate all
that which is meted down to ye Ones in the purest of truth form available to mankind as a
whole. Let us proceed indicatively, scribe. Enter topical heading "The Graphic Consciousness of
Man in Solitary Confinement."

THE GRAPHIC CONSCIOUSNESS OF MAN IN SOLITARY CONFINEMENT
The literary meaning here serves well to justify the typification of neuron beams within the
radius of the mind meld of itself - within itself. And here, of course, we simply personify the
aptitude taken by man in order to reconnect with his Higher Self structure, of which, literally
taken by your people, is subject to much further study and less apprehensive coordinating of
itself. Are we clear here? New paragraph please, indicatively.
Mankind in general considers himself within the category of social standing. In clearer words
then, in order to so justify his mandate, he suffers himself to extradite all that is within his
coordinates for the advancement of self proclamation. Those within his close perimeters are
meted out in advance all those feelings or emotions, of which he has long subjected himself to.
You must be of the firm understanding here, that man, if left alone, is a sorry creature indeed,
yet when faced with the conscientious study of other human beings around him, faces a
platitude of errors on their behalf and in their realm. This, of course, is a sad state of affairs, and
we have come to advise mankind as a whole, that he should gratefully leave those others alone
until he has performed that within himself, which allows all others to be who they are to
themselves, and not in the least to worry about that, which he cannot give to others at that given
time in their evolution. Understand?
The merits of being alone, or rather remaining in solitude, until one has gathered his
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unending wits about him, shy away from free liberty selection on their behalf. Understand?
Mankind must learn to live with himself and not negate the firmament of others with his abusive
doctrinal customs, which are not even fit for himself. He must retire early in order to
accommodate those rest places, of which only he is aware within himself.
Do not think for a god-given moment in time, that man will ever come to terms within himself
for the benefit of the socializing of humanity, until such time as he befits himself within the
aqueduct of more humane liberties. Not in this lifetime he won't, unless he dramatically doth
change the royal procedure of his vibrational frequency in order to allow change to happen to all
those around him. And then what to do in this case?
Simply spoken, man must procreate that of his own separate ideals into identification of
contrite resources, in order to idealize those concepts of identification within himself, which
indeed make him who he is. In other words, if he merits discovery in the Brethrenhood of
the Lighted Ones, he must first re-establish all those itemized ideals into a
perfunctionary category of henceforth contributing first to himself the polarity of
habitational worth as well as conscientious growth patterns, before he will be able in the
least to perform among the consensus of society at large.
When man remains uninvolved in the delicate affairs of others, he then actually provides
himself as being of a contributing factor to all. You understand here, that there is so much
"chaos" in your land, as you call it, that only the most stalwart personnel from the Earthen
plateau could possibly function decently thereforth. Contritely speaking then, and to recap all
our documentation on this subject of delicate and unknown matter, for unknown it is to the
obvious source of its understanding among your people, you see, we thereby simply state to ye
Ones of the Earthen plateau: Get your own lives in a togetherness state before you sink
your ship in another's parlour. Live indeed and let others live before you, without your
critique and position of desirous fashion encumber their regime of life lessons. For each
has their own status to achieve, and you each One are no different. Understand?
Next topic heading please enter: "Deviation from the Norm."

DEVIATION FROM THE NORM
Now, we are to have fun with this one are we not? A little lightness is always of the desiring
quality whenever a topic of most sensitive structure is acquitted from within your concept of
hierarchy anticipation of yourselves. Proceed lightly with all further documentation.
Man is in the process of a hormonal change, is he not? Hindsight is the best effort put forth
toward the recouping of man, is it not? Indeed. For the most part, mankind has often felt himself
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in a relapse condition toward his own deterrent of a sorts, as the most fundamental of the case
studies have shown themselves to be of the ultra norm in this case. In the grave consequence
we have prepared an epilogue of man's obvious way of unreforming himself through the grave
mistakes year after year, as well as the concurrent strife throughout the centuries.
In this last decade of sorts in your time slot of current events, as you like to call them, man
has all but neutralized the effect of the light within his consciousness. You must understand
here, that in the event of world catastrophe of which, we might add, man would have foreseen
and brought upon himself through the working of his darkened consciousness, he would still
have that most precious opportunity to dish out to himself from deep within himself the
eliminating fact of his errors. You must understand here, that in order to alleviate his credentials
of form within himself, he must first learn to gravitate toward the light - for to do less than
that toward his own progression would indeed prove futile in the course of his overall
accomplishments, don't you think?
Here is where he as a nation has left unto himself that far reaching legacy of self doubt, of
which only he must assume the responsibility for those errors or goodness of his own choosing.
Determined above degree, he is able to still lift himself above that endangering spirit so
produced by those others of his own kind. Equivocally speaking, here we do simply allude to
those most grievous mistakes, of which not only he is responsible unto himself, as well as
responsible unto the destiny of those he calls his "own," whether they be in human form or
whether they manifest themselves in true trust, though of course - as words may have it - an
undertaking must take place effectually within his soul and entire being of just who he is.
Whether he be produced within a national title, or whether a race or culture be drawn here
for the performing of his entirety, man must not continue in his strife of spirit, but must now in all
accord produce that sacred continuum, in order that he more effectually consign himself into
that, which proves more or less of the detrimental error within the realms of his own existential
creationary world, of which by way of matter, is solely that which be, that created world of power
of which he at best is entirely responsible for.
This we make ourselves most clear on, we suppose, and for the velocity of our own words to
you and your people we have so conjured up a facsimile toward that major reproductive
consensus of exactly which is the proper road for him to take as a whole at this time, or rather
point of reference in his journey.
All national ties withstanding, he must learn to separate the sincerity of the "Robed Ones of
Darkness" from the simulated structure of Lighted Beings. Answer us not at this time, for we
have long since understood the collapse of your creationary doubt forms and of that, which ye
have manifested as a whole unto the graven pits of despair, there will be no turning back.
Understand we?
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Thus we now expend our energy in the task making of informing ye Ones of the tainted
plane, that all within our knowledge of realms of existence will indeed be litigated unto your
senses in the form of aberrational consignment. Understand here, that we of the utmost highest
realm have unequivocally performed our duties to your people in tight restraint, in order to
procure an appropriate response from within the hearts and minds of ye Ones alone.
TREAT YOUR NEIGHBOUR INDEED AS YOURSELF, FOR THE DAY WILL SURELY
COME, WHEN HE IS ALL YOU MIGHT HAVE! THE NIGHT IS FALLING QUICKLY UPON ALL
YE OF THE EARTHEN PLANE, AND BEFORE THE NEW DAY BREAKS, WE WILL SURELY
HAVE SEEN OUR VERY OWN WORDS DUPLICATED IN LIKE FASHION UNTO YOUR
EARS!
Appropriate indeed is the term of Nostradamus, that one, so sent to begin a continuum of
scribing whilst his era was mortified by their conscience alone. Here is the "quote verbatim"
indeed, of which we tried to write down to him in some of our own hieroglyphic style prompts:
"Betwixt the realm of overlaying darkness there reigns within man's soul that medium of desire,
for which he alone is entirely responsible."
Mere translation, but you do get our point, do you not? Respectfully speaking then, man has
traditionally equated himself among those of higher design or quality of reform than what he
could actually perform within. This has led mankind throughout the ages to perform within
himself that falsity of truth verbatim to an equivalent of detrimental strychnine medical
substance abuse. Verbatim here we say to you then, that should mankind ever leave the
depths of his own wishes for absolute control over one another, only then will he indeed
find himself within the placebo of another conscientious effort toward the reclaiming of
his very soul.
Aptitude here is the key, we feel. In order to simply agendazise his favour in procuring all
that which is rightfully his by grande inheritance, mankind as a whole must understand the
entire significance of exactly what it is he is looking toward and what it is he is striving against,
in order to more securely possess that element of recreating his world around from within
himself. The gravity affair of your jurisdiction of consigning the greatest favour unto the Universe
by way of proclamation is simply not to force any issues, misconstrued toward the total
undermining of your people. Understand our words here, dearest Ones of the Earthen plateau?
For your very lifeblood, as you put it, rides on the line of your rehabilitation.
See, how the cow sucks from its mother? Does not man owe it to himself to remind himself
of the worth he is to the Creation? It has been often stated within your own linguistical practices,
that metamorphosis alone remains unto man to be the retroactive equivalent of his own soul's
growth unto his creationary existence. Ponder upon their strange terminologies for just a
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moment here, for prejudice provides naught for a lesser reason unto its own accompanying
formatted desire in its ever ending reign for posterity and prosperity of man. This, of course,
never negates the ineffectiveness of an overall restructuring of the house cleaning element of
despair, for without that negating factor, which produces naught but legendary formations of
itself within itself, doctrine or wishes or formation of thought alone would indeed crucify itself in
no time at all.
So, for the benefit of mankind at large, we wish to proclaim the way out of all his endeavours
toward self harm with these writings, of which much is still to be filled in within each line, and
perhaps even paraphrased. And this collapse of words will only prove, as in ages past, the
more sanctified Ones of your calibre will design new wording to fit the situation in more
understandable terms. This is toward the prodding of the mind here, you see? For
understandably so, mankind doth most necessarily to inform himself of the gravity of his
situation and do something quickly about his error. For should he come to a place in his time
where he begins to feel that he is the sole survivor of truth, then woe be to the inhabitants of the
Earthen plane, for destruction has already come and gone.
You see, dear Ones of truth, man has simply to be told of his errors, in order that he has a
final chance to discover for himself, that continuation of existence upon his next journey of fifth
dimensional reform has and will take place for himself as a whole in consensus, or whether or
not the steeplechase will have ended at long last with a solid reprise from above. Indeed,
indicative of whether or not he will replay to these terms of endearment from the Creator
Himself, will leave man within his own responsibility of choice. For who of the population can be
said to have never had a choice? You had a choice the day before you were born, but that
again is yet another topic of discovery, is it not?
Little Ones, let us now bring to a close this particular session, as you like to term it, and
acquaint ourselves with the truth so hidden within the words of this minute text. Adieu.
Mancharian faction out. Transmission entirely closed for tonight of today. 7.23 degrees west is
the reading for the hemispheric plane. (11:53 pm).

1:53 am

Mankind needs to pull himself out of the abyss of departure from the Light, i.e. to extradite
from within himself those darkened features of less than radiant desire toward mankind as a
whole. The individual upon your plateau of distress amplifies all those unseen emotions, of
which only serve to curtail those rudimentary compliments of the fourth to ninth degree of a
schism.
With the following posturing, we submit unto you Ones the chasm of despair be put in its
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place within the human ranks, and on now with a more contoured line of understanding those
things, which doth serve to bring about order in replacement for chaos. You must realize that
from our point of view, man has longed for all his days to contract back into his system of beliefs
that fullest of understanding, of which only he can submit unto himself all that dogma of
rationale, could we say. In order then that he might accomplish this trick of fate, he must learn to
multiply that which is given freely unto him in a time of grace. In replicated serum, we then state,
that until the full tide of the epochs bloom upon the equator of despair, man does have an
eventual climax to which he alone as individuals has relinquished to the structuring of higher
grace outside of his forum. This is explained in rather simplified motion by we Ones through the
posturing of our scribe herewith, through the text of our choice, not his, you see? By example
we waylaid the format until this time of our choosing, by fact of multiplying that existence
between black and white, or right or wrong, as you so often and aptly put it. New paragraph
structure, scribe of ourn.
Sojourning is nothing more than a replicated fashion of years gone by. In other words here,
we are simply instructing you, that every lifelong journey is significant in its recourse and
justified amply by the fact, that each One of you have undoubtedly returned in an effort to
apply true justice unto yourselves by markedly not missing the boat this time. Do you at
all realize just how many evacuations you have missed? It would not pay at this time to
neglect the real reason, that the each One of you have reincarnated down here for the
umpteenth time. LISTEN UP NOW, FOR TIME RUNS SHORT IN YOUR CASE!
New subject heading, little Ones, runs upon the agenda of "Show Up or Else!" Catchy title
here we hope, for we anticipate your reply shortly. Mancharians out on nighttime frequency.
(2:13 am).

Sunday, 3rd September 1995

10:25pm

SHOW UP OR ELSE!
Fruitful endeavour of a non-destructive society must benefit the true nature of man alone.
What would you say for instance, if all the fundamental element of society were to be dissipated
in the twinkling of an eye? Do you in the least wise understand the overall implications here?
What has so often been meted out on behalf of mankind toward himself is not the only case of
contradictory efforts signed by a higher authority, and not of Ones such as ourselves, we might
add. So here we have the dictum of conscious behaviour indeed!
In order then to be and remain fruitful to the cause, you as a species of the human race
must survive long enough in order to learn from the pauper state, of which rejoining is no longer
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a game to be played out within your realm. Understand here, that in any case a more severe
state ever known by man could not in the least account for all the misdeeds, which he has so
antiquatedly provided himself. But now the gender of what exactly does he do with all this
"clutter" he has regained for himself, and how exactly does he equate himself from the labour of
his worthless ashes, as they lie untouched by the filth of his own hands? This will in no wise be
an occurrence of facts, of which we have so aptly already laid down into foundational
theorograms on your behalf, ye Ones of the laden Earth!
Proceed now with the antiquated thought forms from our own heady mind waves, in order to
reconstruct for you those same duties so well explained in rapid truth form by all those, who
came before our scribes of today.
CATCH THE BOAT, PEOPLE, AND LIE AWAKE AT THE NIGHTTIME HOURS, IN
ORDER THAT YOU MIGHT CONTEMPLATE THE JUSTNESS OF YOUR DEEDS UNTO THE
COMPLETE RESTRUCTURING OF YOUR SOULS OR LIFELINE TO SAFETY! You must
pause, for long forgotten are those most simple truths or concepts, of which we are so
well aware of having been passed down to you in past generations!
Adieu for this portion of thought. Now on with the consensus of more repertoire concerning
the overall reproductive qualities produced by hindsight. Producing literature for the progress of
your light craniums is much of a delight to we Ones, and we hope sincerely that the each one of
ye will accord yourselves with limitless desire to learn more from day to day. For the time
indeed is growing shorter by the moment, and mankind, in order to survive the eclipse of the
nations into fifth-dimensional conclusion, must provide within himself that ability to witness a
more coherent nature, of which he could aptly embrace toward the sanctification of his own
merits. Loosing out here is not in the plan or picture for ye Ones, and by our own
consensus we do herewith wish to produce the each of ye as benefactors to the
grandeur of an new existence with hope, life and love.
Mancharians out for display of new channel.
Entering on new frequency, little Ones of the Earthen plateau. Now "down to business," as
you might well say within your realm, which is soon to expire into the firmament of desire.
Produce with little effort that next subtitle under chapter heading Four "The Intricacies of Mother
Earth Within Her Subjection to Man Above."

THE INTRICACIES OF MOTHER EARTH WITHIN HER SUBJECTION TO MAN ABOVE
Now here again, what have you Ones produced but chaos of a little different nature! Do you
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realize, that all those equivalences, of which you deem to be moral to the inhabitants of mother
Earth - they are like her children - are nonetheless a realization of the product of what ye
yourselves do unto her as well? Take here for instance all those credentials of authority, of
which you have so unusefully produced these long decades past. The environment of a sorts
could well have produced your gain, but instead what we have here is a slow fruition of all that
has gone bad, and soured even the bowels of the Earth herself. This is despicable in its own
right, would you not say here?
What possible gain have you achieved for the going forth of your regimented plans even to
the detriment of the Earthen atmosphere and planes alone? Give credence to the fruition of
what the Earth could have well provided your kind, and you may well come up with an element
of society, which has not fallen into the "go get 'um" trap of indistinguishable rubble. Lay ruins to
all that the Earth has given forth to copulate and reproduce within her womb, and you curtail all
that of superior strength of what might well have been! Do you not see here then how the
effects of man, in order to better himself within the colony of lepers, has so greatly
underachieved that protective quality toward the dispersion of his own race? Undermining the
destructive authority is a gainsay or stone's throw from equally repossessing those instructional
values, of which you know nothing about. Repossessing the contradictory nature of man at
large is a sure indication of that, which has never merited a more complete graphical thought in
order to supersede as a witness into the realms of distinguishing reality from the falsehood of
destruction.
Produce in that case all those beautiful literatures, of which have long instructed the
lost souls of unsanctimonious behavioral patterns into a more gracious and loving
demeanour of unselfish acts, and we will provide for you a design of merit worthy of a
king in the act of true and gracious loving kindness, to help you out of this chaos, of
which the each one of you seems to gravitate toward within your own creational ability.
These new topics then are to mediate an existence more superior to yourn than has ever
before been produced within the limitations of your incline. Superseding all is nonetheless
dwelling upon the negative, and pronunciation of the greatest worth should indeed be
channelled in by distinguishing fact. Now the greatest of these is "love," for love reigns superior
to the overall quality of life, and indeed provides the distinguishing quality of that foresight, of
which you are endowed with from the very beginning of your existence. Mere doctrine on the
rights or wrongs of character development begins right here under chapter: "Five Doctrines of
More Ethical Development of Mankind Alone."

FIVE DOCTRINES OF MORE ETHICAL DEVELOPMENT OF MANKIND ALONE
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Now here when we speak of doctrines, we do not in the least surmise them to be realized as
anything akin to doctrines of a man's faith or whatever it is he likes to term it unto himself.
Doctrines here in your linguistical style simply allude to the fact, that like all we reproduce within
your own linguistical boundaries, simply serves to realize a fundamental reoccurrence of stigma
away from the majority consensus of style. In other words, what we are simply stating here is,
that you must gain credence with us by employing those known terminologies in order to equip
yourselves unto a common point of reference.
Scribe, break for yourself and wipe the slate clean of static within the mind waves. We wait
for you to mature. Proceed when less afflicted with torture to the fingers. Mancharians putting
themselves on standby. Out.

THE FIRST DOCTRINE IN THE POWER OF LIGHT
Interestingly enough, gravity is your only source of qualifying existential reign upon this
planet of yourn. You see, gravitational pull to the Earthen body of less dense material, or
fundamental makeup, often alters the microisms within the brain matter material. More often
than not then, man is sensively faced, it would seem, with a credence of less afflicting
conscience due to his imbalance within the mainstream of more or less pungent platitudes.
Understand this ye? But does this in fact of matter have anything to do with the density of mass
produced by weight upon the bodily functions of capacity of man? Produced within the
endendrins of society, man has lovingly equipped within himself that staunch apparatus of
relinquishing all doubt to the greatness, which he unaccustomly holds within himself.
Reposition and continue on the morrow, scribe. Mancharians' frequency closed.
Indistinguishable that mankind alone has the uncanny ability to procreate within himself that
unseen desire for more truth, while witnessing in almost joint effort the dissimulation of his entire
race.

Tuesday, 12th September 1995

5:35 pm

If mankind would allude to the strict methodology of accomplishing all that, which indeed
resurfaces within himself, then he would by fact learn to allude to the Higher Self, of which he is
unyet equipped to handle. In other words, dear Ones of the New Mancharian Faction, or rather
"Civilization," as we do attribute to the Oneness of Being, rather than the chakralization of being
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destitutely inferior to one another. Understand we on this message of integrity? You are
pronounced already as being on the trail or passage of time toward that unsurmountable
mountain, of which you must well equip yourselves to handle all that nonchalant non-science,
that you indeed are not gods.
Hear us then, as we bring to ye Ones the methodology of goodness vs. inferior example, by
which you may indeed follow ours, if invited to do so. Welcome, indeed!!
New paragraph, scribe. Please enter script of: "The Second Protocol of Espionage Within
Yourselves," doth merit toward instead "Our Doctrine of the Ages of Being."

OUR DOCTRINE OF THE AGES OF BEING
Now, in order to forfeit all consequences of Oneness, ye have in fact altered the total
peripheral boundaries of that, which each One would indeed hope to acquire. Understand here,
that not all falsification of doctrine alludes to the one-on-one segment of wisdom and
understanding by you Ones, no matter what form it has placed itself within. In order that you
then progress to the limits of stardom, shall we say, it doth in surmountable fact take a great
deal of ethical compounding within your lifestyle. Modest attire deems ye to be of the sound
mind and body. In essence, we do not in any wise speak of your clothing, but rather here, attire
of which will proclude the best and highest moderation you could possibly attain at this level of
your development. Here we, when we bespeak of that which is not without, but indeed only that
which can be found within - the heart source or mediating quality - of which your left against
your right doeth beat to a different drum. The fact still lies within you, that merits alone will not
produce a sound enough attire toward the intricate joining up of one part of your brain with
another. Only expansion of the Chronicles of Life departments can inform within your own
coding of DNA particles this, which makes you indeed who you rightfully are.
So off with the illusion that man is independent, and on with the altered fictional recluse of
the play. In other words here, we simply are telling ye Ones of the Earthen plateau, that in
order to merit yourself a place within those of the higher essences, you first must infiltrate that
simplistic quality of "who you are merits much worth," not only toward yourselves, but also
toward those others of your higher standards, who have reigned in "heavenly places," as you
like to put it, for millennia of your years.
You are the "Special Ones," and for that indicative purpose alone do we heed the Earthen
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changes, which do soon occur in full force toward the eyeing of ye Ones unto the Day of Your
Redemption, or rather our "rescuing" attire high up in your skies on your behalf. Deem
yourselves of the unworthy quality, and you have succeeded once again to condemn
yourselves to a lifestream of inevitable destruction of the body, lifetime after lifetime
again, until you are faced with the same decision, of which you once again will be asked:
"Have you readied yourself for the proximity of lift-off from all planetary destruction? Are
you ready to go? We don't have much time! Step forward, please, into that oblong ray of
light, which so shines forth! Time is almost up!"
Will then you take our hand, even so, or will you instead continue to back up and say unto
yourselves: "Indeed of what philosophy is this, that I would succumb to One, the rescuing of my
soul?"
The third benediction is of a rather qualifying quality, little Ones, for it induces significant
restructuring of your bodily attire - not clothes - for the procuring of ideal status among your
brethrenly host of helpers, could we put it thus? Place third doctrinal title as being "The
Doctrinal Quest From Above."

THE DOCTRINAL QUEST FROM ABOVE
As so above, is as so below, is it not? You are the realizers of your own creation. So
whatever you create within your own realities, with that you will live - merit much or merit little,
that has always been the choice of your decisionary process, has it not? For everyone has been
fixed with a choice, which overrides all that inflammatory doctrination, of which you have been
so overfed with since the coming of your life essence back onto this plane of "recovery."
Recovery here being of the shock, which was placed within mother Earth, as she fed ye and
found, that instead of kindness being relinquished back into her realm, she found the graffiti, of
which was placed in the context of pollutionary artifact along with the necessary changeling of
destruction upon her face. You understand?
Nothing worth the effort of substandard living allows for the proclamation of truth unfolded
within the creases of development within the character of man. Instead, play the game fairly
and relinquish all doubts as to the greatness of yourselves! Therewith abide within sole
regulatory surface structure of acclimatizing yourselves into roles of conduct befitting a
man of social grace or the arts. Here we do implore the each of ye before the special ride
ahead of ye, to engage within the subliminal perimeters of your consciousness, to
redeem yourselves by placing gracefully before yourselves that elegant attire of
manifesting for yourselves a strict diet of planetary reform!
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And how exactly are you to accomplish this great feat of the arts? Simply BY ATTAINING A
GOD-LIKENESS TO YOURSELF THROUGH THE GOD ESSENCE THAT YOU REALLY ARE!
Many are not aware of their god-self, or god qualities, did you know? For substantially fit are
those who quietly induce within their greatness that quality of divine growth, by which they can
say to themselves: "I have made it in my own realization - I AM ME! Am I not indeed the god
essence of all which I create within myself?" Think about this one, Comrades, for we do
bequeath to the each of you that solitary consignment of attuning into the march of the ages.
Jasmine is the tea, and we relish upon our return all that, which lies within our embodiment of
wealth, this being only a strict portion of it toward the understanding of our own goodness of
placement within ourselves.
Close for this third portion, scribe, and relinquish command portion back to scribe of the third
degree for further upgrading of compliment, for all must learn to attain retrograde from
another's accomplishments, for ALL ARE INDEED ONE!
Mancharians out. Frequency closed. (6:14 pm).

THE RADICAL EPIC OF TIME
Unduly here we have so submitted unto ye Ones of an occurrence in the heightened planes
of yesteryear. And of what methodology do we speak? Why, it is nonetheless than of a
heightened consciousness, which so dwells within the heightened consciousness of mankind.
From here on out, within the fourth but highly possible of the doctrinal occurrence, of which duly
does occur from time far past even preceding all those syndromes of which we do allude to,
which solely lies within the health perimeters of mankind's uncanny ability to project himself into
his past.
So be it unto him then, to refer unto himself all those strange occurrences, which beset him
even unto this day. From this day forward to those of you, who do so sombrely read between
the pages of these books, do we infer that all subject material be herewith bequeathed unto the
radical reform of not only yourselves, but to that of your brother. Intact are those given
suggestions, of which are of a radical continuum of an order, which will bring back within your
essence all those memories of lives past, to which occurrence is struck, and within this platitude
of dreams are herewith unto the each of ye as being strictly of a remembrance of totality of
beingness of your own god essence.
The majority of ye, who do so equate yourselves within the dichotomy of resources, do often
find yourselves within the equating mode of transportationary fairness to yourselves. For direct
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beams of light waves or transmission frequencies are sent down to you in order to radically
change you into your heightened awareness. Symphonium indeed is an awareness charge
encoded with blasts of colour, light, singular voices, and dreams or pictures. Melodic references
to lives gone past resonate within the soul scope of your accomplishments unto and within
yourselves.
Preceding these long tours of duty with us to the time eternal - even before you were as you
are - seeking an order of accomplishment, which to you will always provide you with an escape
back into the Light at the end of your tour with the darkened forces of Light.
Hypnogenic triodes are in essence all that we are, and in your terminology, for which we
have few correct words, you must therefore surmise, that in order to be of the Order, you must
perform your lives to the Order, in order that not the One of ye shall miss the Order of the Day.
Have we here made ourselves radically clear to ye Ones of our faction? Greatly hoping.
So it is of a symbolic acquaintance, that all following after our mission of indwelling
back into the Light those of similar expression, we have attained into a greater or
heightened awareness, OF WHICH AT SOME POINT YOU TOO MUST ACHIEVE!
Place this Fourth Doctrine within the radical epic of time.
Place Five in repositioning power of the "Alarm of the Nations Nixt Be."

THE ALARM OF THE NATIONS NIXT BE
The possibility of attainment with the Oneness of the Universe, or Creation, has always
placed itself within the time frame of limitlessness. Do you understand what we are exposing to
you Ones here? Simply to say, that within all content of aberrational creation you have a grand
majority of time within a no-time frame clause in order to better equip yourselves for your
journey across the wide expanses of space, time and the mystic journey will proceed you forth,
and expansion of an expanded time frame will only serve to better the fruitions of your indexed
apathy. Do you understand our quipped wording here, tiny Ones of the fourth dimension? For it
is now time to understand here, that you have reached that realization, that not a one of
you reigns within the third positive equation any longer. For as the Earth moves slowly
through the Photon Belt, so well placed within the collapsing barriers of space, all has
been relinquished into a higher concept of exactly where truth lies for the average man.
Have you noticed even recently, that dichotomy alone will no longer suffice mankind to be of
an unsuspecting nature, not with the outward drones of our ships cascading through and
outside of your blue barriers of what you would kindly term your "atmospheric content?" Yea, it
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is for a reason untold before, that your displacement always rides within yourself. So if
you feel somewhat of a "displaced nature," then indeed be of the grabbing of that
opportunity to be of the going within to the depths of your subconscious nature in the
finding out and attaining of all those memoranda of what exactly makes you what, and
what truth you have known by the suffusion of your spirit into matter, and of what
attainment you are willing to meet face to face. For it is all within yourself to meet
yourself face to face and to be of the inner examining power to displace and eliminate in
all good conscientious effort those things, which do place you in dangerous position of
elimination of yourself!
Grande attire of contributions will surely eliminate all those frequent occurrences of which
merit you nothing. Do you understand we, little Ones? It is not as of a much difficult nature for
us to tell of you in order to relinquish all doubt forms into the abyss of non-controversial control,
which oft has your mind at a limited responsibility toward that of your soul. Undoubtedly it is said
by that great Epic of the Ages, that "in all occurrences of the soul you will find that little grain of
salt to flavour even the most demanding conflict within yourself of the effort toward the
understanding and the cherishing of truth, just as it has stood for all time eternal."
Get the polishing done here, little flock, for the night pulls down within its tired abyss that
great fortune of highlightedness of a memory equipped salvationary message for you alone.
That is precisely, that no single person has more passion for the relinquishing of the truth barrier
unto his own destructionary process than that of the person himself. For gravity insures him
status among those of a higher "altitude," as you may term it, or higher frequency. Only to pass
into a higher frequency, you will only need to sojourn even further with the truth in hand, and
"flight" will come - not as a millseed of destruction - but rather as an aqueduct of good fortune
amidst great squalor among your patriots. This is indeed why the sages of ages past would
never give over to another those beautiful truths found, in order that a relinquishing right on their
very lives be performed in seclusion.
Here we have explained within our own right to you, that the formation of our hieroglyphical
contents are solely for the purpose to MAKE YOU THINK. Philosophy then for the protection of
your beings, for we stress not enough, that in order that the each One of you equip yourselves
for the end drought of the ages, you must manufacture true sincerity in the opening up of the
truth unto yourselves through long hours of meditating - for not only will meditations surface
your very feelings or emotions into a quandary of theories, but in order to feel that vibration, of
which is being sent to you all, you must first understand the wisdom of it and how it will perform
within your midst that reversal of opinion, of how all began and what indeed was built within the
heart of man.
CONTEMPLATE THESE WORDS OF FACT, THE WISDOM OF THE MASTERS, AND
PERCHANCE THE DAWNING OF THE AGES WILL MANIFEST INTO YOUR OWN REALITY
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FOR THE PERFORMING OF THE INDOCTRINATION OF YET ANOTHER MANIFESTO OF
CONCURRENT POSSIBILITIES.
Nothing will be made too easy for the any of you, for the path is but One and the truth be of
just One source, and equation of a more or less difficultly perceived business within your minds
definitely resonated from an influxed but radical behaviour pattern. For how can truth from
"above" be made any easier to be understood than that of which we give? On the other hand
here, why does confusion within your religious ranks bring much joy, when the telling of "truth"
is so misjudged? Should all truth, if in hand, not be One? How then can so many "truths" lead
so many into confusion - maybe into the very deceiving of their souls? Are these not strong
words of significance my friends?
INDEED, ONLY ONE TRUTH HOLDS THE TEMPERANCE OF THE MYSTICS OF THE
AGES. IN EVERY ERA THERE HAS ALWAYS BEEN FORETOLD OF THE TRUTH TO GIVE
UNTO THE PEOPLE - AND OF CONSCIENCE TOWARD THE PEOPLE! MANY OF THESE
MYSTICS OR SAGES OR WELL WISHERS TOWARD THE LOVE OF MANKIND HAVE
PLATONICALLY BEEN WELL VERSED IN THE RADICAL UPHEAVAL, WHICH OFTEN DID
SO BRING ABOUT THEIR DEATH, FROM LIFE INTO LIFE!
Mancharians out with Equation Five of doctrinal study Four. Symbolically speaking, we have
enjoyed as often as we speak to further the symposium of Nostradamus' cryptic teachings of
liberating the further doctrinal standards toward all of mankind.
Good night! Transmission ended. Record time as illusioned in your dimension. (10:44 pm).

CHAPTER FIVE
Thursday, 14th September 1995

9:56 am

THE GREAT LEGACY
The legacy left to mankind is undoubtedly of his own making, as you can well see. And if it
were not for the fact, that not all minions of your planet lay in circumspect of their own selfish
accomplishment, the world would surely have decayed long ago. However due to the
symposium in the vast greatness of medium upon high, those poor partakers of Earth would
have surely felt that great exodus of national design at least two decades past.
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Future generations however will be in the making of a new generation of fifth
dimensional qualities among the people of many other planets as well, who have
attributed to their respective worlds in order to bring about a rashness of idyllic
thoughts. For the retrieval of any lost society, such as the society of Atlantis, Lemuria
and other quadrant effaces, we have long since foretold of the future of the gravesight of
each of these. Watery graves manufactured through works of their own or otherwise
pollution of the fact, that the minds of man have eclipsed within the dark continent of
failure, and to this conclusion of rather morbid fact, we of the hierarchy have long since
devoted to those particular realms, whom art of the holding of the precise manufacturing
of a better and far lasting world.
This piece of advice can we give to the each of you at this point in your endeavours toward
the practicality of nuances within your domain: "The edifice will never crack if treated with the
care, of which only the each one of you as a whole can produce toward yourselves, as well as
the mother planet, on which you do at that very moment reside."

You see, dear creatures, not only have Platomos and the generic warfaring of other
centuries raged on in disrepute of each other - but not only in this dimension are their rifts in the
sand, so to speak. The "New Civilization" of the Mancharians will include in totality all
those extremist cultures abroad from other planetary systems in a quick escape into a
world of dreams made by their own "illusionary" minds working in a wholesome
Oneness of display!
Not only then are we to be superseded by all those, who demand the proper burial attire for
their gravesites, but also it is complimentary that, of course, WE AS A NATION OF NIL ILL
REPUTE SERVE TO PROTECT OUR OWN, THOSE FROM GALAXIES FAR AND WIDE,
WHO HAVE COME INTO THE GREAT KNOWLEDGE OF TRUTH, AND WHO HAVE ACTED
ACCORDINGLY UPON IT FOR THE GREATER GOOD OF ALL INTERGALACTIC
SOCIETIES, THOSE BEINGS, WHO HAVE LONG MAINTAINED A SACRIFICIAL SPIRIT,
AND BY THIS WE DO NOT IN ANY WISE SPEAK OF A SPIRIT, IN WHICH DEATH OVER
LIFE OF ANOTHER TAKES PROHIBITION, FOR THE CAUSE GIVEN TO IMPLORE THE
EARTH TO CHANGE IS ONE OF PURE UNBLEMISHED LOVE FOR THE EARTH AND HER
CITIZENS.
Understand here that not all, who call themselves by our name of the "christed"
consciousness, dwell within our assistance program of "extradition" from their present
state of affairs, for long have we endeavoured as a Whole to bring mankind up to date
with his own record of statistical endeavours, and to help him in the deciphering of ultra
sensory perception in order to help himself to grow according to the plan of the One
Great Creator, who once was, still is and merits nothing in return but the complete
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fissuring back into Itself at the appointed time. But here is another memorandum of
consensus, of which we are not of the readiness or preparedness in this book to tackle as of
today.
Best wishes, my friends, from the all of us unto the greatest to the least of you!
MANCHARIANS out for this selection of display. Close book and tie off frequency. Good day!

PLANETARY REFORM
by the

Mancharians
In this Volume the Mancharians
lead the human race toward a successful conclusion
of the 20th Century.
Successful not in the sense of promising us a smooth transition into 5th dimensional reality,
but rather by opening up our understanding of how exactly "things" are going to be "wrapped
up."
With this understanding
we are given the key for the escape from victimhood
to impending global convulsions
of Mother Earth.
Planetary evacuation of a populace
in danger of perishing from galactic catastrophes
is as much a reality with cosmic beings
as breathing is to us down here.
NO ONE NEEDS TO MISS HIS "BOAT" THIS TIME!
FORGET NOAH!!
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TODAY PLEASE LOOK UPWARD,
FOR THERE IS ROOM ENOUGH FOR YOU AND YOUR FAMILY
ON OUR BROTHER'S CRAFT IN THE SKY!!!

LIGHTED BROTHERHOOD DICTATIONAL WORKS PUBLISHING
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